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nginx	Re:Zero	kara	Hajimeru	Isekai	Seikatsu	2nd	Season	A	reunion	that	was	supposed	to	spell	the	arrival	of	peaceful	times	is	quickly	shattered	when	Subaru	Natsuki	and	Emilia	return	to	Irlam	village.	Witnessing	the	devastation	left	behind	by	the	calamities	known	as	Sin	Archbishops,	Subaru	sinks	into	the	depths	of	despair	as	his	ability	to	redo	proves
futile.	As	the	group	makes	their	way	to	the	Sanctuary	in	search	of	answers,	Subaru	has	an	unexpected	encounter	with	the	Witch	of	Greed—Echidna.	Subjected	to	her	untamed	rhythm,	he	is	forced	to	dive	into	the	spirals	of	the	past	and	future.	At	the	same	time,	several	mysterious	threats	set	their	sights	on	the	Sanctuary,	heralding	a	horrific	fate	for	the
hapless	people	trapped	within.	Everlasting	contracts,	past	sins,	and	unrequited	love	will	clash	and	submerge	into	a	river	of	blood	in	the	second	season	of	Re:Zero	kara	Hajimeru	Isekai	Seikatsu.	Pushed	to	the	brink	of	hopelessness,	how	long	will	Subaru's	resolve	to	save	his	loved	ones	last?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioWhite	Fox	SourceLight	novel
ThemesIsekaiPsychologicalTime	Travel	Kanojo,	Okarishimasu	Kazuya	Kinoshita	is	a	20-year-old	college	student	who	has	a	wonderful	girlfriend:	the	bright	and	sunny	Mami	Nanami.	But	suddenly,	he	doesn't.	Without	warning,	Mami	breaks	up	with	him,	leaving	him	utterly	heartbroken	and	lonely.	Seeking	to	soothe	the	pain,	he	hires	a	rental	girlfriend
through	an	online	app.	His	partner	is	Chizuru	Mizuhara,	who	through	her	unparalleled	beauty	and	cute	demeanor,	manages	to	gain	Kazuya's	affection.	But	after	reading	similar	experiences	other	customers	had	had	with	Chizuru,	Kazuya	believes	her	warm	smile	and	caring	personality	were	all	just	an	act	to	toy	with	his	heart,	and	he	rates	her	poorly.
Aggravated,	Chizuru	lambastes	him	for	his	shameless	hypocrisy,	revealing	her	true	pert	and	hot-tempered	self.	This	one-sided	exchange	is	cut	short,	however,	when	Kazuya	finds	out	that	his	grandmother	has	collapsed.	They	dash	toward	the	hospital	and	find	Kazuya's	grandmother	already	in	good	condition.	Baffled	by	Chizuru's	presence,	she	asks	who
this	girl	might	be.	On	impulse,	Kazuya	promptly	declares	that	they	are	lovers,	forcing	Chizuru	to	play	the	part.	But	with	Kazuya	still	hung	up	on	his	previous	relationship	with	Mami,	how	long	can	this	difficult	client	and	reluctant	rental	girlfriend	keep	up	their	act?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioTMS	Entertainment	SourceManga
DemographicShounen	The	God	of	High	School	The	"God	of	High	School"	tournament	has	begun,	seeking	out	the	greatest	fighter	among	Korean	high	school	students!	All	martial	arts	styles,	weapons,	means,	and	methods	of	attaining	victory	are	permitted.	The	prize?	One	wish	for	anything	desired	by	the	winner.	Taekwondo	expert	Jin	Mo-Ri	is	invited	to
participate	in	the	competition.	There	he	befriends	karate	specialist	Han	Dae-Wi	and	swordswoman	Yu	Mi-Ra,	who	both	have	entered	for	their	own	personal	reasons.	Mo-Ri	knows	that	no	opponent	will	be	the	same	and	that	the	matches	will	be	the	most	ruthless	he	has	ever	fought	in	his	life.	But	instead	of	being	worried,	this	prospect	excites	him	beyond
belief.	A	secret	lies	beneath	the	facade	of	a	transparent	test	of	combat	prowess	the	tournament	claims	to	be—one	that	has	Korean	political	candidate	Park	Mu-Jin	watching	every	fight	with	expectant,	hungry	eyes.	Mo-Ri,	Dae-Wi,	and	Mi-Ra	are	about	to	discover	what	it	really	means	to	become	the	God	of	High	School.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]
StudioMAPPA	SourceWeb	manga	ThemeMartial	Arts	In	the	distant	past,	a	war	between	humans	and	demons	brought	about	widespread	chaos	and	bloodshed.	To	put	an	end	to	this	seemingly	endless	conflict,	Demon	King	Anos	Voldigoad	willingly	sacrificed	his	life,	hoping	to	be	reborn	in	a	peaceful	future.	In	preparation	for	their	king's	return,	the
demon	race	created	the	Demon	King	Academy,	an	elite	institution	tasked	with	determining	Anos'	identity	when	he	reawakens.	He	reincarnates	two	millennia	later,	but	to	his	surprise,	he	soon	learns	that	the	level	of	magic	in	the	world	has	drastically	waned	during	his	absence.	Moreover,	when	he	enrolls	at	the	academy	to	reclaim	his	rightful	title,	he
finds	out	that	demonkind	remembers	him	differently.	His	personality,	his	deeds,	and	even	his	legacy	are	all	falsified—masked	beneath	the	name	of	an	impostor.	This	"lack"	of	common	knowledge	renders	him	the	academy's	outlier—a	misfit	never	before	seen	in	history.	Despite	these	drawbacks,	Anos	remains	unfazed.	As	he	sets	out	to	uncover	those
altering	his	glorious	past,	he	takes	it	upon	himself	to	make	his	descendants	recognize	that	their	ruler	has	finally	returned.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioSILVER	LINK.	SourceLight	novel	ThemesMythologySchool	Enen	no	Shouboutai:	Ni	no	Shou	After	his	confrontation	in	the	Nether	with	his	younger	brother	Shou,	Shinra	Kusakabe's	resolve	to
become	a	hero	that	saves	lives	from	the	flame	terror	strengthens.	Finding	a	way	to	turn	the	Infernals	back	into	people,	unraveling	the	mystery	of	the	Evangelist	and	Adolla	Burst,	and	saving	his	mother	and	Shou—these	are	the	goals	Shinra	has	in	mind.	However,	he	has	come	to	realize	that	attaining	these	goals	will	not	be	easy,	especially	with	the
imminent	danger	the	Evangelist	poses.	The	Evangelist's	plan	is	clear:	to	gather	the	eight	pillars—the	individuals	who	possess	Adolla	Burst—and	sacrifice	them	to	recreate	the	Great	Cataclysm	from	250	years	ago.	Having	been	revealed	by	the	First	Pillar	that	the	birth	of	a	new	pillar	is	approaching,	Shinra	is	determined	to	protect	his	fellow	pillars	from
the	Evangelist.	Thus,	the	fiery	battle	between	the	Special	Fire	Force	and	the	Evangelist	ignites.	Together	with	the	Special	Fire	Force,	Shinra's	fight	continues	as	he	uncovers	the	truth	about	the	Great	Cataclysm	and	the	nature	of	Adolla	Bursts,	as	well	as	the	mysteries	behind	human	combustion.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioDavid	Production
SourceManga	DemographicShounen	Yahari	Ore	no	Seishun	Love	Comedy	wa	Machigatteiru.	Kan	Resolved	to	become	a	more	independent	person,	Yukino	Yukinoshita	decides	to	smoothen	things	out	with	her	parents,	and	the	first	step	toward	achieving	that	goal	is	to	prove	herself.	As	graduation	draws	closer	for	the	third-year	students,	Iroha	Isshiki—
the	president	of	the	student	council—requests	a	graduation	prom	in	collaboration	with	the	Volunteer	Service	Club.	Yukino	accepts	this	request	of	her	own	volition,	hoping	to	use	it	as	a	chance	to	demonstrate	her	self-reliance,	but	what	lies	ahead	of	her	may	prove	to	be	a	hard	hurdle	to	cross.	Yahari	Ore	no	Seishun	Love	Comedy	wa	Machigatteiru.	Kan
revolves	around	the	graduation	prom	as	emotions	are	poured	into	the	preparations	for	the	event.	At	the	same	time,	a	chance	for	the	Volunteer	Service	Club	members	to	better	understand	each	other	presents	itself.	And	thus,	Hachiman	Hikigaya's	hectic	and	bittersweet	high	school	life	begins	to	draw	to	a	close.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Studiofeel.
SourceLight	novel	ThemesLove	PolygonSchool	Great	Pretender	A	series	of	unfortunate	events	has	led	Makoto	"Edamame"	Edamura	to	adopt	the	life	of	crime—pickpocketing	and	scamming	others	for	a	living.	However,	after	swindling	a	seemingly	clueless	tourist,	Makoto	discovers	that	he	was	the	one	tricked	and,	to	make	matters	worse,	the	police	are
now	after	him.	While	making	his	escape,	he	runs	into	the	tourist	once	again,	who	turns	out	to	be	a	fellow	con	man	named	Laurent	Thierry,	and	ends	up	following	him	to	Los	Angeles.	In	an	attempt	to	defend	his	self-proclaimed	title	of	"Japan's	Greatest	Swindler,"	Makoto	challenges	his	rival	to	determine	the	better	scammer.	Accepting	the	competition,
Laurent	drops	them	off	outside	a	huge	mansion	and	claims	that	their	target	will	be	the	biggest	mafia	boss	on	the	West	Coast.	Jumping	from	city	to	city,	Great	Pretender	follows	the	endeavors	of	Makoto	alongside	the	cunning	Laurent	and	his	colorful	associates	in	the	world	of	international	high-stakes	fraud.	Soon,	Makoto	realizes	that	he	got	more	than
what	he	bargained	for	as	his	self-declared	skills	are	continually	put	to	the	test.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioWit	Studio	SourceOriginal	Sword	Art	Online:	Alicization	-	War	of	Underworld	2nd	Season	The	final	battle	against	the	Dark	Territory	drags	on,	as	players	from	all	over	the	world	flood	the	Underworld's	servers	and	plunge	the	Human	Empire
into	utter	chaos.	Asuna	Yuuki	and	her	friends	defend	their	new	allies	with	everything	they	have,	but	their	numbers	are	falling.	Meanwhile,	Alice	Zuberg	heads	toward	the	World's	End	Altar	while	Gabriel	"Vecta"	Miller	relentlessly	pursues	her.	Meanwhile,	members	of	Rath	strategize	a	plan	in	an	attempt	to	restore	Kirito's	damaged	fluctlight.	However,
the	intruders	occupying	the	main	control	room	have	other	plans.	Surrounded	by	death	and	despair,	when	all	hope	seems	to	be	lost,	one	voice	reaches	out	to	Kirito—a	familiar	one	saying,	"I	will	always	be	by	your	side."	Sword	Art	Online:	Alicization	-	War	of	Underworld	2nd	Season	is	the	epic	conclusion	to	Akihiko	Kayaba's	dream	of	creating	artificial
human	intelligence.	Now	it	is	up	to	Kirito	and	his	friends	to	protect	this	collapsing	world	from	the	people	that	still	think	it	is	just	a	game.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioA-1	Pictures	SourceLight	novel	ThemeVideo	Game	Uzaki-chan	wa	Asobitai!	At	the	start	of	her	freshman	year	in	college,	Hana	Uzaki	reunites	with	Shinichi	Sakurai,	an	upperclassman
who	was	in	the	same	club	as	her	during	her	high	school	days.	However,	much	to	her	surprise,	the	once	active	senior	has	ended	up	becoming	a	"lonesome"	student,	preferring	to	spend	his	free	time	in	quiet	peace.	Uzaki	does	whatever	she	can	to	keep	Sakurai	from	being	"alone,"	from	convincing	him	to	go	to	the	movies	to	going	to	his	part-time
workplace.	While	Sakurai	finds	her	irritating	and	tiresome,	he	still	goes	along	with	Uzaki's	hijinks	and	shenanigans,	even	if	he	knows	that	her	perky	personality	will	only	lead	the	two	of	them	into	various	comical	situations.	Even	so,	as	the	days	pass	by,	their	relationship	only	gets	better,	to	the	point	where	people	around	them	misinterpret	them	to	be	a
couple.	At	any	rate,	whenever	Uzaki	wants	to	hang	out	with	her	upperclassman,	fun	and	adorable	wackiness	is	sure	to	follow!	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioENGI	SourceManga	ThemeRomantic	Subtext	Deca-Dence	Far	in	the	future,	the	lifeforms	known	as	Gadoll	suddenly	arose	as	a	threat	to	humanity.	The	last	surviving	humans	on	Earth	confine
themselves	to	the	Tank,	a	lower	district	in	the	giant	mobile	fortress	Deca-Dence.	While	the	Gears	who	live	on	the	upper	floors	are	warriors	who	go	out	to	fight	as	part	of	the	Power,	most	Tankers	are	content	to	provide	support	from	the	backlines,	butchering	Gadoll	meat	and	reinforcing	defenses.	Natsume	is	among	those	who	would	rather	go	to	the
front	lines;	undeterred	by	her	prosthetic	right	arm,	she	seeks	to	join	the	small	number	of	Tanker	soldiers	who	join	the	Gears	in	combat.	But	despite	her	peers	at	the	orphanage	each	receiving	their	work	assignments,	Natsume’s	enlistment	to	the	Power	remains	unapproved.	In	the	meantime,	she	begins	a	job	as	a	cleaner	in	an	armor	repair	team	led	by
the	hard-nosed	and	apathetic	Kaburagi,	who	seems	to	be	more	than	he	lets	on.	Though	initially	cold	to	his	idealistic	subordinate,	he	soon	recognizes	in	her	the	potential	to	upset	the	status	quo	of	the	world.	As	Natsume’s	new	mentor,	Kaburagi	prepares	her	for	the	special	and	unique	role	as	a	game-changing	bug	in	the	system.	[Written	by	MAL
Rewrite]	Monster	Musume	no	Oishasan	After	years	of	conflict,	humans	and	monsters	have	settled	their	differences	and	are	now	at	peace.	This	post-war	era	led	to	the	foundation	of	Lindworm—a	town	which	has	since	become	the	focal	point	of	racial	harmony.	As	a	human	doctor	specializing	in	monster	biology,	Glenn	Litbeit	runs	a	small	clinic	alongside
his	partner,	Saphentite	Neikes,	who	is	a	half-snake	monster	known	as	a	lamia.	He	uses	his	knowledge	to	tend	to	any	monsters	who	seek	his	aid.	Whatever	affliction,	concern,	or	injury	it	may	be,	he	will	always	be	there,	ready	to	help.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioArvo	Animation	SourceLight	novel	ThemesAnthropomorphicMedical	Peter	Grill	to
Kenja	no	Jikan	After	gaining	the	title	of	the	strongest	warrior	in	the	world,	Peter	Grill	has	finally	proven	his	worth	and	is	ready	to	take	the	hand	of	his	beloved	senior,	the	beautiful	and	innocent	Luvelia	Sanctos.	Peter	expects	to	have	a	healthy	relationship	with	her,	despite	some	objections	from	her	father.	Unfortunately,	this	dream	quickly	breaks	apart
as	news	of	his	grand	victory	spreads	among	the	womenfolk	of	other	races—ogres,	orcs,	elves,	and	others—some	of	them	even	vying	for	his	seed	to	produce	offspring	blessed	with	his	might.	To	avoid	betraying	the	trust	of	his	cherished	Luvelia	and	causing	a	scandal,	Peter	strives	to	avoid	other	women's	salacious	advances.	However,	accomplishing	such
a	feat	with	so	many	alluring	women	on	his	trail	is	easier	said	than	done.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioWolfsbane	SourceManga	ThemeHarem	Dokyuu	Hentai	HxEros	Five	years	ago,	alien	beings	known	as	the	"Kiseichuu''	invaded	the	world.	With	the	species	endangered,	the	Kiseichuu	are	determined	to	take	over	Earth	through	a	deadly	plan	that
would	gradually	wipe	out	the	human	race:	take	away	humanity's	sexual	drive	using	various	methods,	letting	them	die	out.	In	response	to	the	Kiseichuus'	scheme,	the	HxEros	device	was	developed—a	powerful	weapon	that	only	those	with	high	levels	of	erotic	energy	can	utilize	at	its	maximum	capacity.	Retto	Enjou,	a	high	schooler	harboring	an
immense	hatred	toward	the	Kiseichuu,	joins	a	group	of	HxEros	users	to	fight	against	them	and	protect	humankind.	With	their	gear	reliant	on	erotic	energy	as	a	source	of	power,	the	team	must	work	together	to	maintain	high	levels	of	libido	to	ensure	their	readiness	for	combat	at	any	given	time.	Moreover,	as	he	lives	in	a	house	full	of	lustful	girls,	Enjou
should	not	expect	a	shortage	of	power	anytime	soon.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioProject	No.9	SourceManga	ThemeSchool	DemographicShounen	Gibiate	The	story	takes	place	in	Japan.	The	year	is	2030	and	Earth	has	been	completely	overrun	by	a	viral	disease	named	"Gibia"	that	turns	infected	people	into	various	different	monsters,	based	on
their	age,	sex,	and	race.	A	samurai	and	a	ninja	from	the	early	Edo	period	travel	together	through	time	and	arrive	in	a	ruined	Japan	to	aid	a	professor	working	on	a	cure	for	the	virus.	Together,	they	fight	countless	Gibia	monsters,	outlaws,	and	other	fierce	foes	on	their	journey	to	save	mankind.	Studiosl-a-unch・BOXStudio	elle	SourceOriginal
ThemesMartial	ArtsSamurai	Koi	to	Producer:	EVOL×LOVE	After	her	father	passed	away,	a	young	woman	inherited	his	production	company,	Miracle	Entertainment,	along	with	its	most	successful	program,	"Miracle	Finder."	In	recent	years,	however,	the	show	has	fallen	off	the	radar	and	it	is	now	mostly	forgotten.	In	an	attempt	to	save	the	show	from
being	canceled,	this	young	woman	desperately	tries	to	look	for	a	unique	topic	to	use	as	inspiration.	She	finds	it	in	the	form	of	"Evol,"	a	mysterious	gene	that	has	granted	certain	people	special	powers	and	is	considered	the	next	step	in	human	evolution.	But,	as	marvelous	as	this	gene	seems,	its	existence	may	lead	to	an	unstoppable	battle	between
humans	for	survival.	However,	as	she	becomes	more	entangled	with	the	strange	world	of	the	"Evolvers,"	her	life	is	suddenly	disturbed	by	the	arrival	of	four	men:	the	cheerful	idol	Kira;	the	neuroscientist	and	Loveland	University	professor,	Simon;	the	stoic	CEO	of	Loveland	Financial	Group	and	Miracle	Entertainment's	benefactor,	Zen;	and	her	high
school	upperclassman	Haku,	a	former	delinquent	now	working	as	a	police	officer.	As	strange	incidents	begin	to	plague	the	city,	will	she	be	able	to	find	out	the	truth	about	the	"Evol"	or	"Black	Swan,"	the	organization	behind	numerous	attacks	from	"Evolvers"	and	possibly	connected	to	her	father's	death?	What	is	her	part	to	play	in	its	plan,	and	how	are
the	men	around	her	connected	to	it	all?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioMAPPA	SourceGame	ThemesReverse	HaremSuper	Power	Lapis	Re:LiGHTs	Tiara,	a	princess	from	the	kingdom	of	Waleland,	travels	to	the	city	of	Mamkestell	to	attend	a	prestigious	academy	for	those	who	practice	magic	like	herself.	After	passing	a	test	to	prove	her	eligibility,
Tiara	reunites	with	her	childhood	friend	Rosetta,	who	is	also	a	student	there.	She	then	joins	and	meets	Rosetta's	group:	the	athletic	Lavie,	the	reliable	Ashley,	and	the	bookish	Lynette—all	of	whom	Tiara	quickly	befriends.	In	this	institution,	students	are	placed	into	one	of	three	ranks	based	on	their	test	score:	group	Noir	being	the	highest,	followed	by
Rouge	and	Lapis.	Tiara's	group	is	ranked	Lapis,	and	if	that	wasn't	enough,	those	who	fail	while	ranked	Lapis	face	expulsion.	Realizing	their	dire	situation,	Tiara	urges	everyone	to	start	taking	their	activities	more	seriously.	On	top	of	this,	Tiara	has	one	more	purpose	for	excelling	at	the	academy:	to	become	more	like	her	elder	sister,	who	is	a	very
skilled	singer.	However,	to	reach	the	stage	that	she	desires,	she	will	have	to	overcome	many	challenges,	along	with	her	companions,	as	she	continues	her	magical	journey.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioYokohama	Animation	Lab	SourceMixed	media	ThemesIdols	(Female)Music	Get	Up!	Get	Live!	#Geragera	The	story	of	the	"voice	actor	x	2D
entertainer"	project	centers	on	aspiring	comedian	entertainers	who	all	gather	at	SSS,	a	talent	agency	for	comedians.	The	story	portrays	the	friction	and	jealousy	in	their	rivaling	careers,	as	well	as	their	admiration	towards	industry	veterans,	their	disappointments,	and	the	obstacles	to	their	success	as	they	aspire	to	become	the	greatest	entertainers	in
Japan	and	the	world.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioSpell	Bound	SourceOther	One	Piece	Gol	D.	Roger	was	known	as	the	"Pirate	King,"	the	strongest	and	most	infamous	being	to	have	sailed	the	Grand	Line.	The	capture	and	execution	of	Roger	by	the	World	Government	brought	a	change	throughout	the	world.	His	last	words	before	his	death	revealed	the
existence	of	the	greatest	treasure	in	the	world,	One	Piece.	It	was	this	revelation	that	brought	about	the	Grand	Age	of	Pirates,	men	who	dreamed	of	finding	One	Piece—which	promises	an	unlimited	amount	of	riches	and	fame—and	quite	possibly	the	pinnacle	of	glory	and	the	title	of	the	Pirate	King.	Enter	Monkey	D.	Luffy,	a	17-year-old	boy	who	defies
your	standard	definition	of	a	pirate.	Rather	than	the	popular	persona	of	a	wicked,	hardened,	toothless	pirate	ransacking	villages	for	fun,	Luffy's	reason	for	being	a	pirate	is	one	of	pure	wonder:	the	thought	of	an	exciting	adventure	that	leads	him	to	intriguing	people	and	ultimately,	the	promised	treasure.	Following	in	the	footsteps	of	his	childhood	hero,
Luffy	and	his	crew	travel	across	the	Grand	Line,	experiencing	crazy	adventures,	unveiling	dark	mysteries	and	battling	strong	enemies,	all	in	order	to	reach	the	most	coveted	of	all	fortunes—One	Piece.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioToei	Animation	SourceManga	DemographicShounen	Black	Clover	Asta	and	Yuno	were	abandoned	at	the	same	church
on	the	same	day.	Raised	together	as	children,	they	came	to	know	of	the	"Wizard	King"—a	title	given	to	the	strongest	mage	in	the	kingdom—and	promised	that	they	would	compete	against	each	other	for	the	position	of	the	next	Wizard	King.	However,	as	they	grew	up,	the	stark	difference	between	them	became	evident.	While	Yuno	is	able	to	wield	magic
with	amazing	power	and	control,	Asta	cannot	use	magic	at	all	and	desperately	tries	to	awaken	his	powers	by	training	physically.	When	they	reach	the	age	of	15,	Yuno	is	bestowed	a	spectacular	Grimoire	with	a	four-leaf	clover,	while	Asta	receives	nothing.	However,	soon	after,	Yuno	is	attacked	by	a	person	named	Lebuty,	whose	main	purpose	is	to
obtain	Yuno's	Grimoire.	Asta	tries	to	fight	Lebuty,	but	he	is	outmatched.	Though	without	hope	and	on	the	brink	of	defeat,	he	finds	the	strength	to	continue	when	he	hears	Yuno's	voice.	Unleashing	his	inner	emotions	in	a	rage,	Asta	receives	a	five-leaf	clover	Grimoire,	a	"Black	Clover"	giving	him	enough	power	to	defeat	Lebuty.	A	few	days	later,	the	two
friends	head	out	into	the	world,	both	seeking	the	same	goal—to	become	the	Wizard	King!	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioPierrot	SourceManga	DemographicShounen	Boruto:	Naruto	Next	Generations	Following	the	successful	end	of	the	Fourth	Shinobi	World	War,	Konohagakure	has	been	enjoying	a	period	of	peace,	prosperity,	and	extraordinary
technological	advancement.	This	is	all	due	to	the	efforts	of	the	Allied	Shinobi	Forces	and	the	village's	Seventh	Hokage,	Naruto	Uzumaki.	Now	resembling	a	modern	metropolis,	Konohagakure	has	changed,	particularly	the	life	of	a	shinobi.	Under	the	watchful	eye	of	Naruto	and	his	old	comrades,	a	new	generation	of	shinobi	has	stepped	up	to	learn	the
ways	of	the	ninja.	Boruto	Uzumaki	is	often	the	center	of	attention	as	the	son	of	the	Seventh	Hokage.	Despite	having	inherited	Naruto's	boisterous	and	stubborn	demeanor,	Boruto	is	considered	a	prodigy	and	is	able	to	unleash	his	potential	with	the	help	of	supportive	friends	and	family.	Unfortunately,	this	has	only	worsened	his	arrogance	and	his	desire
to	surpass	Naruto	which,	along	with	his	father's	busy	lifestyle,	has	strained	their	relationship.	However,	a	sinister	force	brewing	within	the	village	may	threaten	Boruto's	carefree	life.	New	friends	and	familiar	faces	join	Boruto	as	a	new	story	begins	in	Boruto:	Naruto	Next	Generations.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioPierrot	SourceManga
ThemeMartial	Arts	DemographicShounen	Shokugeki	no	Souma:	Gou	no	Sara	Thanks	to	Souma	Yukihira,	Erina	Nakiri,	and	the	rebel	forces	overthrowing	the	regime	of	Azami	Nakiri—the	previous	school	director—and	the	former	Elite	Ten,	Tootsuki	Culinary	Academy	is	back	in	order.	However,	its	students	have	one	more	great	battle	ahead	of	them:	the
BLUE,	a	competition	where	young	chefs	seeking	world-class	fame	compete.	Faced	with	new	trials	and	rivals,	Souma	and	his	friends	will	fight	to	conquer	the	BLUE	and	to	defeat	Asahi	Saiba,	the	leader	of	an	underworld	organization	of	chefs	known	as	Noir,	who	once	defeated	Souma	and	his	father	in	a	Shokugeki.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]
StudioJ.C.Staff	SourceManga	ThemeSchool	DemographicShounen	Fruits	Basket	2nd	Season	A	year	has	passed	since	Tooru	Honda	began	living	in	the	Souma	residence,	and	she	has	since	created	stronger	relationships	with	its	inhabitants	Shigure,	Kyou,	and	Yuki.	She	has	also	grown	closer	to	the	rest	of	the	Souma	family	and	has	become	familiar	with
their	ancestral	secret,	having	helped	them	with	many	of	their	personal	issues.	The	closer	Tooru	gets,	however,	the	more	she	begins	to	realize	that	their	secret	holds	a	darker	truth	than	she	first	presumed.	Summer	is	approaching	and	Tooru	is	invited	to	spend	her	days	with	the	Soumas,	mainly	Kyou	and	Yuki.	Tooru	wishes	for	an	easy-going	vacation,
but	her	close	relationships	with	the	two	boys	and	the	rest	of	the	Soumas	may	prove	to	cause	trouble.	As	they	grow	more	intimate,	their	carefree	time	together	is	hindered	by	older	hardships	and	feelings	from	the	past	that	begin	to	resurface.	The	Eternal	Banquet	also	dawns	on	the	members	of	the	zodiac,	and	they	must	tend	to	their	duties	alongside
the	unnerving	head	of	the	family,	Akito	Souma.	With	the	banquet	approaching	and	a	plethora	of	feelings	to	be	solved,	will	Tooru's	life	with	the	Soumas	remain	peaceful,	or	will	she	find	herself	in	a	situation	from	which	she	cannot	escape?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioTMS	Entertainment	SourceManga	DemographicShoujo	Fugou	Keiji:
Balance:Unlimited	Daisuke	Kanbe,	a	man	of	extraordinary	wealth,	is	assigned	to	the	Modern	Crime	Prevention	Headquarters	as	a	detective.	It	is	there	that	he	gets	partnered	with	Haru	Katou,	a	humane	detective	who	values	justice	above	all.	The	two	are	polar	opposites,	and	their	morals	clash	time	and	time	again.	Haru	despises	Daisuke	for	using
monetary	wealth	to	solve	cases,	as	he	believes	that	money	isn't	everything.	The	two	will	have	to	combine	their	efforts,	however,	to	solve	the	mysteries	that	are	coming	their	way.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioCloverWorks	SourceNovel	ThemeDetective	Detective	Conan	Shinichi	Kudou,	a	high	school	student	of	astounding	talent	in	detective	work,	is
well	known	for	having	solved	several	challenging	cases.	One	day,	when	Shinichi	spots	two	suspicious	men	and	decides	to	follow	them,	he	inadvertently	becomes	witness	to	a	disturbing	illegal	activity.	Unfortunately,	he	is	caught	in	the	act,	so	the	men	dose	him	with	an	experimental	drug	formulated	by	their	criminal	organization,	leaving	him	to	his
death.	However,	to	his	own	astonishment,	Shinichi	lives	to	see	another	day,	but	now	in	the	body	of	a	seven-year-old	child.	Perfectly	preserving	his	original	intelligence,	he	hides	his	real	identity	from	everyone,	including	his	childhood	friend	Ran	Mouri	and	her	father,	private	detective	Kogorou	Mouri.	To	this	end,	he	takes	on	the	alias	of	Conan
Edogawa,	inspired	by	the	mystery	writers	Arthur	Conan	Doyle	and	Ranpo	Edogawa.	Detective	Conan	follows	Shinichi	who,	as	Conan,	starts	secretly	solving	the	senior	Mouri's	cases	from	behind	the	scenes	with	his	still	exceptional	sleuthing	skills,	while	covertly	investigating	the	organization	responsible	for	his	current	state,	hoping	to	reverse	the
drug's	effects	someday.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioTMS	Entertainment	SourceManga	ThemeDetective	DemographicShounen	Toaru	Kagaku	no	Railgun	T	The	Daihasei	Festival	has	begun,	and	that	of	course	means	that	Tokiwadai	Middle	School—a	prestigious	all-girls'	middle	school—is	competing	too.	Despite	the	participation	of	the	"Ace	of
Tokiwadai,"	Mikoto	Misaka,	the	other	students	who	are	participating	are	still	putting	their	utmost	effort	into	winning,	no	matter	how	impossible	the	feat	may	seem	against	her	overwhelming	might.	However,	not	all	is	fun	and	games.	Due	to	the	festival,	Academy	City	opens	to	the	outside	world,	and	various	factions	have	begun	plotting	ways	to	infiltrate
the	city.	Misaka	appears	to	be	on	their	radar,	and	as	the	festival	proceeds,	people	lurking	from	the	shadows	begin	to	emerge...	Toaru	Kagaku	no	Railgun	T	brings	back	the	Tokiwadai	Ace	and	her	friends	as	they	dive	deeper	into	the	dark	side	of	Academy	City.	From	terrorist	attacks	to	ruthless	underground	projects,	anything	is	possible	in	this	city.
[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioJ.C.Staff	SourceManga	ThemeSuper	Power	Ahiru	no	Sora	Lacking	what	is	considered	the	most	important	asset	in	basketball,	Sora	Kurumatani	has	struggled	with	his	short	height	since	the	inception	of	his	love	for	the	game.	Despite	missing	this	beneficial	aspect,	Sora's	unwavering	drive	never	allowed	his	small	stature
to	dictate	his	ability	to	play,	believing	strongly	in	trying	his	hardest	and	persistently	practicing	to	prove	his	capability.	In	hopes	of	satisfying	his	mother's	wishes,	Sora	enters	Kuzuryuu	High	School	to	become	a	member	of	the	basketball	club	and	compete	wholeheartedly	in	tournaments.	However,	Sora	is	disappointed	to	find	out	that	the	boy's
basketball	team	is	nothing	but	a	retreat	for	punks	who	have	no	interest	in	the	sport.	Sora	also	comes	to	learn	that	brothers	Chiaki	and	Momoharu	Hanazono—whom	he	becomes	acquainted	with—have	also	lost	their	once	spirited	motivation	to	play.	Determined	to	revive	the	basketball	team,	Sora	challenges	the	boys	to	a	match	against	him,	where	his
quick	feet	and	swift	movements	overwhelm	the	group.	Gradually	affected	by	Sora's	impressive	skills,	sheer	effort,	and	tireless	devotion	to	basketball,	the	boys	unexpectedly	find	their	burnt-out	passion	for	the	game	rekindling	once	again.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioDiomedéa	SourceManga	ThemesSchoolTeam	Sports	DemographicShounen
Appare-Ranman!	No	dream	is	too	big	for	Appare	Sorrano,	a	socially-awkward	inventor	living	in	a	small	rural	town	in	Japan	in	the	late	19th	century.	Fascinated	since	childhood	by	the	creation	of	steamships	that	can	connect	people	across	great	distances,	he's	learned	to	make	machines	of	all	kinds	from	various	scientific	texts.	His	goal	is	to	sail	across
the	sea,	beyond	the	sky,	and	ultimately,	to	the	other	side	of	the	moon.	Unfortunately,	through	a	string	of	events,	Appare	finds	himself	stranded	in	the	middle	of	the	sea	on	his	mini	steamship.	Floating	alongside	him	is	a	skilled	but	cowardly	samurai,	Kosame	Ishikki,	who	was	tasked	to	keep	his	eccentric	behavior	in	check.	Just	when	all	hope	seems	lost,
a	large	steamship	saves	them	and	takes	them	to	Los	Angeles.	With	no	money	or	plans,	they	decide	to	participate	in	the	"Trans-America	Wild	Race,"	which	gives	Appare	the	chance	to	build	his	own	automobile,	and	Kosame	the	opportunity	to	use	the	cash	prize	to	return	home.	However,	against	rival	racers	and	unknown	challenges	residing	in	the
wilderness,	just	how	far	will	this	adventure	take	Appare	and	Kosame?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioP.A.	Works	SourceOriginal	ThemesHistoricalRacing	Kingdom	3rd	Season	Following	the	successful	Sanyou	campaign,	the	Qin	army,	including	1,000-Man	Commander	Xin,	inches	ever	closer	to	fulfilling	King	Ying	Zheng's	dream	of	unifying	China.
With	a	major	geographical	foothold	in	the	state	of	Wei	now	under	its	control,	Qin	sets	its	sights	eastward	toward	the	remaining	warring	states.	Meanwhile	Li	Mu—an	unparalleled	strategist	and	the	newly	appointed	prime	minister	of	the	state	of	Zhao—has	taken	advantage	of	Zhao's	temporary	truce	with	Qin	to	negotiate	with	the	other	states	without
interruption.	Seemingly	without	warning,	Ying	Zheng	receives	news	that	armies	from	the	states	of	Chu,	Zhao,	Wei,	Han,	Yan,	and	Qi	have	crossed	into	Qin	territory.	Realizing	too	late	the	purpose	behind	Li	Mu's	truce	with	Qin,	Zheng	quickly	gathers	his	advisors	to	devise	a	plan	to	address	the	six-state	coalition	army	on	their	doorstep.	For	the	first	time
in	history,	the	state	of	Qin	faces	complete	destruction	and	must	use	every	resource	and	strategy	at	their	disposal	to	prevent	themselves	from	being	wiped	off	the	map.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Crayon	Shin-chan	There	is	no	such	thing	as	an	uneventful	day	in	the	life	of	kindergartener	Shinnosuke	"Shin-chan"	Nohara.	The	five-year-old	is	a	cut	above
the	most	troublesome,	perverted,	and	shameless	kid	one	can	imagine.	Shin-chan	is	almost	always	engaged	in	questionable	activities	such	as	forgetting	about	a	friend	during	hide	and	seek,	sumo	wrestling	for	love,	performing	various	gags	including	the	notorious	"elephant"	in	public,	and	flirting	with	college	girls.	The	exemplary	troublemaker	has	done
it	all	and	has	no	plans	to	stop	anytime	soon.	Crayon	Shin-chan	follows	the	daily	shenanigans	of	Shin-chan	with	his	group	of	friends,	parading	around	as	the	self-proclaimed	"Kasukabe	Defense	Force."	The	adults	witnessing	these	shenanigans	unfold	can't	help	but	adore	Shin-chan,	as	he	keeps	them	entertained	while	unintentionally	solving	their	daily
troubles	through	his	mindless	antics—leaving	himself	as	the	only	problem	they	do	not	know	what	to	do	with.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioShin-Ei	Animation	SourceManga	ThemeSchool	DemographicSeinen	Pokemon	(2019)	On	a	new	day	in	the	Kanto	region,	Satoshi	gets	invited	by	Professor	Yukinari	Ookido	over	to	Professor	Sakuragi's	lab-opening
ceremony	in	Vermillion	City.	During	the	ceremonial	speech,	Professor	Sakuragi	receives	an	alert	of	a	possibly	rare	Pokémon	appearing	in	Vermillion	City's	harbor,	leading	Satoshi	and	the	other	trainers	to	rush	to	the	area	in	hopes	of	finding	the	mysterious	Pokémon.	At	the	harbor,	they	find	Lugia—a	Legendary	Pokémon—engaged	in	combat	with	other
trainers.	Noticing	the	other	trainers'	tactics,	Satoshi	has	his	partner,	Pikachu,	strike	Lugia	with	a	Thunderbolt	attack.	Unfazed,	Lugia	flees,	but	not	before	Satoshi	determinedly	leaps	onto	its	back.	To	Satoshi's	surprise,	he	meets	another	boy,	Gou,	who	leapt	onto	Lugia's	back	as	well.	The	two	ride	on	Lugia's	back	as	it	brings	them	along	on	a	bizarre
adventure	across	the	seas.	As	it	lets	the	two	back	on	the	ground,	Satoshi	and	Gou	bid	their	farewells	to	Lugia	and	return	to	Sakuragi	Institute.	Impressed	by	Gou's	findings	and	Satoshi's	insight	taken	during	their	encounter,	Sakuragi	requests	for	the	duo	to	be	his	new	research	partners.	And	so	the	duo's	journey	begins,	traveling	across	multiple
regions	to	meet	many	new	Pokémon—including	ones	that	have	the	ability	to	Gigantamax!	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioOLM	SourceGame	DemographicKids	Houkago	Teibou	Nisshi	Hina	Tsurugi	and	her	family	have	just	moved	to	a	quaint	seaside	town.	Hoping	to	savor	the	sight	of	the	peaceful	ocean,	Hina	stumbles	upon	a	girl	named	Yuuki	Kuroiwa
—an	upperclassman	at	her	new	school—who	invites	Hina	to	join	her	in	fishing.	Hina	reels	in	an	octopus,	which	falls	onto	her;	being	afraid	of	bugs	and	big	creatures,	she	panics	and	begs	Yuuki	to	remove	it	from	her.	Yuuki	sees	this	as	an	opportunity	to	force	Hina	to	join	the	school's	Breakwater	Club—a	club	where	members	gather,	catch,	and	eat
various	types	of	marine	life	as	their	main	activity.	Although	her	attempts	to	refuse	to	join	fail,	Hina	slowly	begins	to	discover	the	hidden	joy	in	fishing.	Her	view	on	the	sport	changes,	now	looking	forward	to	all	the	delightful	experiences	she	can	take	part	in	alongside	her	fellow	club	members.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioDoga	Kobo	SourceManga
ThemesCGDCTIyashikeiSchool	DemographicSeinen	Digimon	Adventure:	In	the	year	2020,	technology	is	everywhere.	Every	digital	device	around	the	world	is	connected	by	a	singular	network	where	data	travels.	Unbeknownst	to	humans,	this	network	has	become	home	to	life	forms	known	as	"Digimon."	Fifth-grader	Taichi	Yagami	is	preparing	for
summer	camp	when	strange	occurrences	begin	in	Tokyo;	certain	electronic	systems	have	started	going	haywire.	When	he	discovers	that	his	sister	and	mother	are	trapped	on	an	unstoppable	train,	he	rushes	to	the	nearby	station.	Suddenly,	Taichi	is	transported	to	another	world	where	he	meets	a	strange	creature	by	the	name	of	Agumon,	who	somehow
already	knows	his	name.	Taichi	also	receives	a	strange	device	called	a	"Digivice,"	which	allows	him	to	communicate	with	the	undigitized	world.	Taichi	discovers	he	is	in	the	"Network,"	and	virus-like	Digimon	are	attacking	the	areas	that	maintain	Tokyo’s	electronic	systems.	It	is	up	to	Taichi	and	his	new	partner	Agumon	to	stop	these	cyberattacks
before	the	whole	world	is	threatened	by	the	actions	of	mischievous	Digimon.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioToei	Animation	SourceOther	DemographicKids	Bungou	to	Alchemist:	Shinpan	no	Haguruma	Famous	writers	throughout	history	find	themselves	being	reincarnated	by	a	mysterious,	unseen	entity	known	as	the	Alchemist.	With	their	souls
confined	and	bound	to	an	expansive	library,	they	are	tasked	by	the	Alchemist	to	jump	into	books	to	purify	the	pages	of	monsters	called	Taints.	Along	the	way,	they	must	also	rescue	and	recruit	fellow	authors	trapped	within	the	very	stories	they	themselves	had	written.	Although	the	writers	take	on	new	and	powerful	forms	for	this	endeavor,	some	still
maintain	a	semblance	of	who	they	once	were,	while	others	struggle	to	remember	their	pasts	and	the	works	they	had	penned.	Despite	there	being	no	apparent	end	to	their	grand	mission,	they	remain	committed	to	the	cause	in	hope	of	resolving	the	mystery	behind	their	collective	resurrection	as	well	as	questions	that	have	haunted	their	former	lives.
[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Gal	to	Kyouryuu	Wasted	from	the	night	before,	Kaede	wakes	up	the	next	morning	to	find	herself	at	home	with	a	dinosaur	she	had	brought	along	with	her.	The	two	start	living	together	as	an	odd	pair	consisting	of	a	typical	gal	girl	and	a	mute	dinosaur	going	about	daily	lives.	Although	not	the	most	experienced	paleontologist,
Kaede	begins	to	learn	more	about	her	new	prehistoric	roommate	through	a	series	of	comedic	gags	and	adventures.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudiosKamikaze	DougaSpace	Neko	Company	SourceManga	DemographicSeinen	IDOLiSH7:	Second	Beat!	Following	their	performance	at	the	Black	or	White	event,	the	idol	group	IDOLiSH7	is	at	the	height	of
its	popularity,	with	offers	for	various	concerts	and	work	coming	in	every	day,	much	to	the	joy	of	the	seven	boys	and	their	manager.	However,	as	their	fame	continues	to	rise,	Riku	Nanase's	health	begins	worsening	due	to	the	heavy	workload.	With	the	gigantic	idol	duo	Re:vale	showing	interest	in	the	group	and	the	reopening	event	of	the	Zero	Arena
coming	up,	IDOLiSH7:	Second	Beat	follows	IDOLiSH7	as	they	not	only	struggle	to	adapt	to	the	challenges	of	the	idol	life	but	also	to	face	their	personal	troubles,	all	while	continuously	meeting	the	expectations	of	their	treasured	fans.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioTROYCA	SourceGame	ThemesIdols	(Male)Music	Major	2nd	2nd	Season	After
recovering	from	the	inner	struggles	he	faced	in	the	past,	Daigo	Shigeno	continues	to	play	baseball	and	is	now	the	captain	of	Fuurin	Private	Academy	Middle	School's	baseball	team.	Alongside	Mutsuko	Sakura,	his	classmate	from	elementary	school,	he	aims	to	lead	the	team	to	glory.	However,	due	to	unexpected	circumstances,	Fuurin's	baseball	team	is
left	with	only	six	members:	Daigo,	Mutsuko,	Yayoi	Sawa,	Tao	Sagara,	Seira	Kandori,	and	Hiromu	Tanba.	Left	with	mostly	female	players	and	lacking	in	experience,	the	team	struggles	to	gain	confidence	and	trust	from	the	new	recruits—Akira	Nishina,	Anita	Kabashima,	and	Chisato	Fujii.	Facing	challenges	such	as	having	no	proper	coach,	problematic
recruits,	and	a	limited	number	of	members,	Daigo's	resolution	is	put	to	the	test	as	he	tries	to	bring	the	team	together	in	time	to	participate	in	their	first	ever	tournament.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioOLM	SourceManga	ThemeTeam	Sports	DemographicShounen	Doraemon	(2005)	Doraemon	(2005)	is	the	most	recent	anime	series	based	on	Fujiko
Fujio's	manga	of	the	same	name.	It	is	the	2005	version	of	1979	series,	with	certain	changes	in	the	animation	and	other	things.	Doraemon	is	a	cat-like	robot	who	appears	in	the	present	to	steer	Nobita/Noby,	who	is	a	dumb,	naive	and	clumsy	boy	on	the	right	path	in	order	to	secure	his	future.	Nobita's	love	interest	is	Shizuka	Minamoto/Sue,	his	frenemies
are	Takeshi	Goda/Big	G	and	Suneo/Sneech.	(Source:	Wikipedia)	Bessatsu	Olympia	Kyklos	Although	primarily	working	as	a	vase	painter	in	Ancient	Greece,	Demetrios	is	berated	for	his	lack	of	resolve	and	ability	to	keep	a	cool	head	in	a	crisis.	One	day,	he	is	suddenly	struck	by	lightning	and	transported	to	Tokyo	in	1964,	the	first	year	Japan	hosted	the
Summer	Olympics.	More	than	accommodated	by	a	family	who	simply	excuses	him	as	a	harmless	foreigner,	Demetrios	ends	up	bringing	the	knowledge	he	has	gained	from	the	modern	era	to	his	own	time	period	whenever	he	returns	after	being	zapped	by	lightning.	As	he	repeatedly	travels	between	the	two	eras,	Demetrios	learns	to	impress	his	fellow
villagers	and	begins	to	stand	up	for	himself—all	just	in	time	to	become	stronger	and	organize	and	participate	in	his	own	Olympics	back	at	home.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioGosay	Studio	SourceManga	ThemeHistorical	DemographicSeinen	Yu☆Gi☆Oh!:	Sevens	In	the	ever-growing	world	of	Duel	Monsters,	as	duelists	improve	their	skills	and	rise	up
the	ranks,	duels	become	increasingly	complex.	By	adhering	to	strict	rules,	in	addition	to	using	and	learning	proven	strategies,	one	can	develop	into	a	strong	duelist.	However,	as	a	boy	who	loves	inventions	and	discovering	new	possibilities,	elementary	school	student	Yuuga	Oudou	finds	the	current	way	of	dueling	predictable	and	rigid—in	other	words,
boring.	Thus,	he	aims	to	craft	a	new	path	in	dueling	with	his	exhilarating	new	invention:	Rush	Duels.	His	ambition	soon	catches	the	attention	of	Tatsuhisa	Kamijou,	a	fellow	elementary	school	student,	who	brings	him	to	a	mysterious	place	in	an	attempt	to	discover	the	potential	of	the	new	system.	While	Yuuga	aims	to	implement	Rush	Duels	as	the	new
dueling	standard	and	overthrow	the	conventions	of	the	game,	he	opens	the	door	to	his	ultimate	goal—to	make	dueling	exciting	again.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioBridge	SourceCard	game	ThemeStrategy	Game	DemographicShounen	Shadowverse	(TV)	On	his	way	to	school,	Hiiro	Ryuugasaki	hears	a	strange	voice	coming	from	his	storage	shed.	As
he	searches	the	place,	he	discovers	a	smartphone	with	the	popular	digital	card	game	"Shadowverse"	already	installed.	Under	the	assumption	that	his	grandfather	has	finally	decided	to	buy	him	a	smartphone	after	countless	requests,	Hiiro	finds	nothing	amiss.	Later	that	day,	Hiiro	receives	concerning	news	regarding	his	classmate,	Mimori	Amamiya.
She	has	lost	as	yet	another	victim	of	Takuma	Kibakura,	a	fellow	Shadowverse	player	who	bullies	his	opponents	by	seizing	their	phones	after	he	defeats	them	in	battle.	Determined	to	retrieve	Mimori's	smartphone,	Hiiro	enters	an	exciting	new	world,	filled	with	intense	matches	and	fierce	Shadowverse	opponents—including	the	formidable	Lucia
Yonazuki.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioZexcs	SourceCard	game	ThemeStrategy	Game	Gudetama	Gudetama,	an	egg	that	is	dead	to	the	world	and	completely	lacks	motivation.	No	matter	what	cooking	method	you	use,	Gudetama	remains	unmoved.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioGathering	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids	Healin'	Good♡Precure	Sickly	but
optimistic	middle	school	student	Nodoka	Hanadera	has	just	moved	to	Sukoyaka	City,	a	place	famous	for	its	healthy	atmosphere.	She	immediately	befriends	two	of	her	classmates:	the	gentle	but	athletic	Chiyu	Sawaizumi,	whose	family	runs	a	hot	spring	inn,	and	the	bubbly	and	fashionable	daughter	of	a	vet,	Hinata	Hiramitsu.	Soon	after	arriving,
Nodoka	finds	an	ill	puppy	in	a	forest,	surrounded	by	three	magical	talking	animals:	Rabbirin,	Penguitan,	and	Nyatoran.	They	tell	her	that	the	puppy,	Princess	Latte,	can	only	be	cured	by	defeating	a	nearby	monster	known	as	a	"Mega	Byogen"	and	purifying	the	land	it	has	corrupted.	Despite	being	powerless,	Nodoka	refuses	to	give	up	and	let	Latte
suffer.	Moved	by	her	determination,	Rabbirin	forms	a	pact	with	Nodoka,	allowing	her	to	transform	into	a	hero	known	as	a	Precure.	Assuming	the	persona	of	"Cure	Grace,"	the	energized	Nodoka	fights	off	the	Byogen	and	heals	the	earth,	curing	Latte.	As	the	Byogen	and	their	leaders	continue	their	attacks,	Penguitan	and	Nyatoran	also	find	their
partners	in	Chiyu	and	Hinata,	giving	them	the	powers	of	"Cure	Fontaine"	and	"Cure	Sparkle"	respectively.	Now,	it's	up	to	the	three	Precure	and	their	animal	friends	to	stop	the	Byogen	and	protect	the	earth	from	their	infections!	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioToei	Animation	SourceOriginal	ThemeMahou	Shoujo	DemographicShoujo	Sazae-san	The
main	character	is	a	mother	named	Sazae-san.	She	lives	in	a	house	with	her	husband,	her	kids	and	her	parents.	The	show	is	the	ultimate	family	program	and	tends	to	follow	traditional	themes.	Think	of	this	show	as	the	Japanese	equivalent	to	"The	Partridge	Family"	and	you'll	get	a	good	feel	for	this	show's	atmosphere.	Don't	expect	to	see	things	like
violence,	swearing,	kung-fu	action	or	magical	girls.	The	plots	are	more	like	"Today,	Sazae-san	goes	to	the	new	mall	and	gets	lost".	Such	"boring"	plotlines	and	the	simplistic	art	are	often	a	turn-off	to	non-Japanese	audiences,	but	most	Japanese	find	the	show	incredibly	good.	As	a	result,	it	continues	to	be	one	of	the	top	ratings	grabbers	on	TV	and	is	one
of	the	few	anime	that	is	considered	"acceptable"	by	adults.	(Source:	AniDB)	StudioEiken	Source4-koma	manga	Mewkledreamy	The	story	begins	when	a	middle	school	girl	named	Yume	sees	something	fall	from	the	sky,	and	meets	a	pale	violet-colored	kitten	named	Mew.	It	turns	out	that	Mew	has	the	power	of	"Yume	Synchro"	(Dream	Synchro),	the
power	to	enter	dreams.	In	the	dream	world,	the	girl	and	Mew	collect	Dream	Stones.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioJ.C.Staff	SourceOther	DemographicKids	Nintama	Rantarou	Rantarou,	Shinbei	and	Kirimaru	are	ninja	apprentices	in	the	Ninja	Gakuen,	where	first	grade	ones	are	called	"Nintamas"	(contraction	of	the	words	ninja+tama	(egg)).	They	must	learn
everything	a	ninja	must	know,	but	as	for	our	heroes,	money,	food	or	playing	are	more	interesting.	The	series	show	the	everyday	adventures	of	our	heroes,	segmentated	in	a	cartoon	fashion,	like	2	small	episodes	in	a	30-min	show.	The	cast	also	includes	the	teachers	(Doi-sensei	and	crossdressing	Yamada-sensei),	nintama	kunoichis,	evil	guys	(Dokutake
ninjas)	and	even	family	members	of	all	the	cast...	(Source:	ANN)	StudioAjia-Do	SourceManga	DemographicKids	Chibi	Maruko-chan	(1995)	Momoko	Sakura	is	an	elementary	school	student	who	likes	popular	idol	Momoe	Yamaguchi	and	mangas.	She	is	often	called	"Chibi	Maruko-chan"	due	to	her	young	age	and	small	size.	She	lives	together	with	her
parents,	her	grandparents	and	her	elder	sister	in	a	little	town.	In	school,	she	has	many	friends	with	whom	she	studies	and	plays	together	everyday,	including	her	close	pal,	Tama-chan;	the	student	committee	members,	Maruo-kun	and	Migiwa-san;	and	the	B-class	trio:	'little	master'	Hanawa-kun,	Hamaji-Bu	Taro	and	Sekiguchi-kun.	This	is	a	fun-loving
and	enjoyable	anime	that	portrays	the	simple	things	in	life.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioNippon	Animation	SourceManga	ThemeSchool	DemographicShoujo	Zoids	Wild	Zero	In	the	21st	century	planet	Earth	was	rendered	inhospitable	to	life,	and	people	mass-migrated	to	Planet	Zi,	the	natural	home	of	metallic	life	forms	known	as	Zoids.	Many	years	later,	Zi
faces	its	end.	Its	inhabitants	partake	the	journey	to	migrate	back	to	Earth.	Attempting	to	regenerate	the	Earth	to	make	it	hospitable,	the	migrants	come	up	with	a	"Zi-Forming"	scheme.	However,	the	plan	fails	and	Earth	is	left	in	its	state	of	turmoil.	Overrun	by	Zoids	and	blanked	by	unstable	weather	phenomena,	the	migrants	are	faced	with	a	difficult
life.	The	Empire	and	Republic	settlements	attempt	to	uncover	Zoids	buried	within	the	Earth	to	bolster	their	respective	armies.	The	story	picks	up	following	second-generation	Earth	citizens:	Leo	Conrad	and	Buzz	Cunningham,	who	have	a	chance	encounter	with	a	girl	Sally	Land	as	she	flees	the	clutches	of	the	Empire.	(Source:	Zoids	Wiki)	Sore	Ike!
Anpanman	One	night,	a	Star	of	Life	falls	down	the	chimney	of	a	bakery	nestled	deep	in	the	forest,	causing	the	dough	in	the	oven	to	come	to	life.	The	dough	becomes	Anpanman,	a	superhero	made	of	anpan	(a	sweet	roll	with	bean	jam	filling).	Together	with	his	friends,	Anpanman	fights	his	rival	Baikinman	and	helps	the	malnourished.	(Source:	ANN)
StudioTMS	Entertainment	SourcePicture	book	DemographicKids	Bonobono	(TV	2016)	Based	on	the	original	comic	BONO	BONO	by	Mikio	Igarashi	that	has	seen	over	9,000,000	total	copies	printed,	this	is	the	definitive	animated	version	of	the	emotionally	soothing	character-driven	series	that	will	make	you	ask	yourself	the	philosophical	question,	"What
are	living	things?"	while	laughing	at	heartwarming	gags	and	being	entertained	by	the	interactions	of	amusing	forest	friends	Bonobono	the	young	sea	otter,	Chipmunk,	Fishing	Cat,	and	more.	Enjoy	the	easygoing	days	and	minor	misadventures	of	Bonobono	and	his	friends!	(Source:	Fuji	Creative)	StudioEiken	Source4-koma	manga
ThemeAnthropomorphic	Super	Shiro	2145	6.00	20191014	Super	Shiro	Oct	14,	2019	48	eps,	5	min	Super	Shiro	Spin-off	series	of	Crayon	Shin-chan	franchise,	featuring	Shiro.	Commemorates	60th	Anniversary	of	TV	Asahi.	StudioScience	SARU	SourceManga	DemographicKids	Ojarumaru	In	the	Heian	era,	around	1000	years	ago,	a	young	boy	of	noble
family	named	Ojarumaru	is	bored	with	his	life	of	privilege.	Meanwhile,	three	demons	steal	the	power-stick	of	Enma,	king	of	demons,	and	then	lose	it.	Ojarumaru	finds	it,	and	uses	it	to	transport	himself	to	the	present	time.	Here,	he	is	befriended	by	a	young	boy	named	Kazuma,	and	becomes	a	member	of	his	family.	As	time	goes	on,	Ojarumaru	makes
many	new	friends,	while	dodging	the	comedic	efforts	of	the	three	demons,	Akane,	Kisuke,	and	Aobee,	as	they	try	to	recover	the	stick.	(from	ANN)	StudioGallop	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids	Puzzle	&	Dragon	1283	0	20180402	Puzzle	&	Dragon	Apr	2,	2018	?	eps,	24	min	Puzzle	&	Dragon	The	story	is	set	in	modern	day	Japan	following	the	growth	of
the	protagonist	Taiga	Akashi,	an	elementary	school	kid	who	wants	to	be	a	professional	gamer	someday.	(Source:	Crunchyroll)	StudioPierrot	SourceGame	ThemeStrategy	Game	DemographicKids	Tomica	Kizuna	Gattai:	Earth	Granner	Earth	Energy	is	a	force	generated	naturally	by	the	Earth's	rotation.	A	mysterious	alien	enemy	from	space	known	as
"Dark	Spinner"	has	invaded	Earth	in	order	to	steal	the	Earth	Energy	and	transform	it	into	Dark	Energy.	The	only	ones	who	can	stand	up	to	stop	them	are	twin	brothers	named	Raiga	and	Kuga,	who	are	fighting	together	with	the	earth	defense	team	Earth	Granner.	But	will	they	be	able	to	protect	the	earth?	(Source:	Tomica	Wiki)	StudioOLM
SourceOther	ThemeMecha	Knyacki!	Two	caterpillars	investigate	objects	on	a	kitchen	counter	while	searching	for	food.	One	of	them	finds	a	piece	of	pasta	and	is	intrigued	by	the	fact	that	there's	a	hole	in	the	middle.	They	are	having	fun	until	a	big	mean	caterpillar	arrives.	It's	time	for	a	major	show	down...	StudioUnknown	Source	DemographicKids
Hakushon	Daimaou	2020	50	years	have	passed	since	the	events	of	the	original	Hakushon	Daimaou	series.	Akubi	is	training	to	become	queen	when	she	meets	Kantarou	Yodama,	the	grandson	of	the	genie	bottle's	original	owner,	Kan-chan.	Together,	Akubi	and	Kantarou	take	on	many	jobs	in	the	human	world	and	learn	the	importance	of	having	a	dream.
StudiosNippon	AnimationTatsunoko	Production	SourceOriginal	Aware!	Meisaku-kun	A	long,	long	time	ago,	there	was	a	prestigious	school	called	"Ryuuguu	Elementary	School"	that	produced	many	masterpiece	characters.	One	day,	an	ordinary	boy	named	Meisaku	Matsuda	enrolled	at	the	school.	Little	did	he	know	that	the	place	for	learning	was	filled
with	crazy	characters	like	Sweets,	the	energetic	idiot;	Musubi,	a	rice	ball	who	gets	angry	when	called	"onigiri";	Nokio,	a	narcissistic	self-proclaimed	robot;	and	Bolt,	who's	clearly	faster	than	a	rabbit.	Surrounded	by	such	unique	characters,	will	Meisaku	be	able	to	graduate	as	a	splendid	masterpiece	character?	(Source:	Anime	News	Network)	StudioPie
in	the	sky	SourceOriginal	ThemesParodySchool	DemographicKids	Marumaru	Manul	The	comedy	story	follows	the	daily	life	of	a	somewhat	flippant	Pallas's	cat	or	manul	named	Manul-kun,	an	orange	tabby	cat	named	Chatora-kun,	Sukofu-kun,	and	other	cats.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioKachidoki	Studio	SourceWeb	manga	Neko	to	Mata	The	series	centers
around	two	cats:	a	younger	sister	named	Neko,	and	an	older	brother	named	Mata.	Neko	is	a	nekomata	(a	mythical	two-tailed	cat),	innocently	selfish,	and	spoiled	by	her	brother.	Mata	is	a	neighborhood	cat	with	an	eartipped	mark	as	a	sign	of	being	neutered.	They	meet	under	a	streetlight	in	the	city	at	night	to	talk.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioUnknown
SourceOriginal	Kirin	the	Noop	A	shadow	painting	anime	about	a	timid	giraffe	named	Noop	and	his	hedgehog	companion	named	Harry	as	they	travel	their	distant	star	world	helping	each	other.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	Zo	Zo	Zo	Zombie-kun	(TV)	A	gag	comedy	aimed	at	young	children	featuring	Zombie-kun,	a	child	zombie,	and	his	interactions
with	the	world.	It's	not	intended	to	be	scary	in	the	slightest,	but	rather,	it	focuses	on	the	comical	and	bizarre	things	Zombie-kun's	body	can	do,	and	the	common-sense-defying	way	Zombie-kun	behaves.	For	example,	he'll	take	out	his	stomach	and	inflate	it	with	air	to	use	as	a	pillow,	or	if	he	gets	wet,	he'll	detach	parts	of	his	body	and	wring	them	out	like
towels,	then	reattach	them	with	a	glue	stick.	Everything	is	depicted	in	a	cute,	cartoony	fashion	so	as	not	to	be	too	graphic	for	kids.	(Source:	Baka-Updates)	StudioJ.C.Staff	SourceManga	DemographicKids	Mori	no	Ratio	Stop-motion	anime	about	a	girl	named	Ratio	who	lives	in	a	forest	with	her	icy	monsters	and	creatures.	Every	day	she	goes	out
explores	new	things.	StudioUnknown	Source	DemographicKids	Manul	no	Yuube	Within	the	nature	"Darwin	Kita!	Kikimono	Shin	Densetsu"	program	on	NHK1.5	airs	the	short	Manul	no	Yuube,	based	on	a	web	manga/comic	of	the	same	name.	It	following	animal	characters	who	visit	the	bar	Manul	no	Yuube.	The	bar	is	run	by	the	Mama	who	is	a	Pallas's
cat	(Otocolobus	manul)	and	serviced	by	the	hostess	Tsunomin	who	is	a	Brazilian	treehopper	(Bocydium	globulare).	StudioUnknown	SourceWeb	manga	Yowamushi	Monsters	An	NHK	toddler's	anime	following	cowardly	creatures	representing	typical	Halloween	monsters	like	Dracula	and	a	witch.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids
Norimono	Man:	Mobile	Land	no	Car-kun	The	anime	will	depict	various	vehicles	as	characters	in	the	"Mobile	Land"	island.	The	protagonist	Car-kun	arrives	at	the	island	as	a	delivery	worker.	Through	his	deliveries,	he	gets	to	know	the	residents	of	Mobile	Land,	all	while	following	traffic	rules	and	having	his	deliveries	stopped	by	the	meddling	Sabibi.
(Source:	ANN)	StudioCloverWorks	SourceOriginal	ThemeRacing	DemographicKids	Bite-Choicar	349	0	20200418	Bite-Choicar	Apr	18,	2020	26	eps,	30	min	Bite-Choicar	Chashin	was	selected	by	the	legendary	choicar	"Stormbone,"	as	the	strongest	racer,	and	will	showcase	a	new	concept	of	bite	racing.	Bite	racing	is	a	new	racing	game	that	never	hits	a
rail	with	two	cars	chasing	in	a	match.	The	bite-free	rail	running	on	the	track	creates	a	more	realistic	racing	experience.	Various	types	of	super	cars	such	as	speed	type,	balance	type,	and	power	type	create	unique	racing	on	3	types	of	tracks	(crash	track,	line	track,	outdoor	race).	(Source:	enewstoday.co.kr)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	ThemeRacing
DemographicKids	Konigiri-kun	299	0	20150220	Konigiri-kun	Feb	20,	2015	?	eps,	5	min	Konigiri-kun	A	stop-motion	anime	using	bentou	ingredients	as	the	characters.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids	Poccolies	298	0	20200406	Poccolies	Apr	6,	2020	50	eps,	1	min	Poccolies	The	2018	LINE	sticker	set	Poccolies	is	inspiring	a	series	of
anime	shorts.	The	story	of	the	sticker	set	is	that	a	positive	and	honest	boy	named	Patsuhiko	lives	on	Pokkori	Island,	along	with	the	shrewd	and	mysterious	Ham,	and	a	reliable	older	brother	figure	named	Kangaroo.	The	sticker	set	follows	their	daily	lives.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioKachidoki	Studio	SourceOther	DemographicKids	Liv	&	Bell	296	0	20130215
Liv	&	Bell	Feb	15,	2013	?	eps,	5	min	Liv	&	Bell	A	stop-motion	animation	about	Liv,	a	curious	little	girl	and	Bell,	a	gluttonous	hedgehog.	Together	they	go	on	an	adventure	in	a	picture	book.	StudioUnknown	Source	DemographicKids	Otoppe	286	0	20170403	Otoppe	Otoppe	The	series	follows	a	young	girl	named	Shina	who	hopes	to	become	the	world's
best	DJ,	and	is	interested	in	new	sounds.	Shina	explores	a	mysterious	world	filled	with	Otoppe,	strange	creatures	capable	of	unique	sounds.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	ThemeMusic	DemographicKids	Oidon	to	262	0	20151202	Oidon	to	Oidon	to	A	young	boy	tries	to	become	as	strong	of	a	sumo	wrestler	as	his	father.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal
DemographicKids	Unicorn	no	Kyupi	Unicorn	no	Kyupi	is	a	helpful	sprite	that	lives	in	the	kitchen	and	polishes	dirty	pots	and	pans	clean	with	its	fluffy	white	body.	Harigorou,	a	rival	sprite	shaped	like	a	hedgehog,	tries	to	interfere.	(Source:	Crunchyroll)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids	Pakkororin	240	0	20110328	Pakkororin	Mar	28,
2011	?	eps,	1	min	Pakkororin	A	minute	long	children's	anime	that	follows	3	siblings.	Two	brothers	who	are	rectangular	and	circular	shaped,	and	a	sister	who	is	triangluar	shaped.	They	have	unique	personalities	and	foster	growth	and	discovery	through	their	play	time.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	DemographicKids	Catch!	Tiniping	Catch!
Teenieping	revolves	around	mischievous	creatures	called	Teenieping	that	like	to	enter	people's	minds,	but	their	playful	nature	and	magical	powers	can	wreak	havoc	in	their	hosts'	lives.	When	the	Teenieping	are	set	loose	on	Earth,	Princess	Romi	of	the	Emotion	Kingdom	becomes	an	ordinary	girl	that	has	to	turn	into	a	magical	girl	to	stop	them,	all
while	balancing	her	new	civilian	life	as	a	worker	for	the	Bakery	Heartrose	with	her	coworkers	Ian,	Kyle,	and	Jun.	(Source:	Wikipedia)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	ThemesMahou	ShoujoSchool	DemographicKids	Reizouko	no	Tsukenosuke!	A	gag	anime	about	foods	in	a	refrigerator.	The	anime	airs	within	the	Oha	Suta	children's	morning	TV	program
and	will	receive	a	simultaneous	manga	serialization	by	Kazumata	Oguri.	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	ThemeParody	DemographicKids	Origami	Ninja	Koyankinte	Koyan,	the	Origami	Ninja,	came	to	Earth	from	his	planet	Origamio	to	find	the	magical	stone	"Hapiton"	that	has	the	ability	to	make	people	happy.	On	the	way,	he	was	joined	by	childhood
friend	Namin	anda	new	friend	Lublin.	One	day,	a	villain	called	Evilrun	appeared.	Evilrun	has	a	black	hole	in	her	stomach	and	tries	to	inhale	anything.	Every	time	an	event	happens,	Evilrun	gets	in	the	way	of	Koyan	and	friends.	But	what	Evilrun's	aim	is	remains	a	mystery...	StudioDirections	Source	DemographicKids	Nihon	Chinbotsu	2020	The	Mutou
family	leads	a	peaceful	life:	Kouichirou	works	at	a	construction	site	and	his	wife	Mari	is	returning	from	an	overseas	trip.	Their	daughter	Ayumu	has	just	finished	her	track	practice	while	their	son	Gou	is	playing	video	games	at	home.	However,	life	as	they	know	it	is	flipped	upside	down	when	a	calamitous	earthquake	strikes	the	entire	Japanese
archipelago—obliterating	the	face	of	the	country	in	an	instant.	With	society	crumbling	around	them	and	their	nation	gradually	sinking	into	the	ocean,	the	Mutou	family	must	band	together	to	survive	the	catastrophe.	Treading	the	near-apocalyptic	setting,	they	struggle	not	only	to	stay	alive,	but	also	to	learn	the	difficulty	of	coping	with	loss.	[Written	by
MAL	Rewrite]	StudioScience	SARU	SourceNovel	Quanzhi	Gaoshou	2	The	"Unspecialized"	character	Lord	Grim	is	infamous	in	the	10th	server	of	the	popular	online	game	Glory.	His	reputation	alone	is	enough	to	draw	many	curious	players	to	his	newly	formed	Guild	Happy.	Other	competing	guilds	have	enough	to	worry	about	with	some	of	their	own
members	abandoning	them	for	Happy.	However,	they	are	also	concerned	by	rumors	that	the	person	behind	Lord	Grim	is	really	the	retired	professional	gamer	and	"Glory	Textbook"	Ye	Qiu,	whom	they	have	little	chance	of	opposing.	Unsure	of	the	truth,	the	powerhouse	guilds	attempt	to	suppress	Lord	Grim's	growing	influence,	harboring	differing
motives	for	doing	so.	But	regardless	of	what	obstacles	he	faces,	Lord	Grim	is	determined	to	break	into	the	cross-server	of	Glory—the	Heavenly	Domain—where	characters,	including	himself,	can	reach	even	greater	levels.	There,	he	hopes	to	round	out	the	team	of	rookies	who	will	fight	alongside	him	in	the	Challenger	League,	which	would	be	only	their
first	step	toward	the	coveted	Glory	Championship.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioColored	Pencil	Animation	SourceNovel	ThemeVideo	Game	Aggressive	Retsuko	(ONA)	3rd	Season	After	an	emotional	breakup	with	her	boyfriend,	red	panda	Retsuko	closes	herself	off	to	the	thought	of	ever	being	in	love	again—well,	with	an	actual	person	anyway.
Retreating	into	the	world	of	VR,	her	virtual	boyfriend	showers	her	with	praise	and	shows	up	in	cute	outfits,	albeit	for	a	price.	While	scrambling	to	find	other	ways	to	earn	money,	Retsuko	finds	herself	in	yet	another	financial	bind	after	accidentally	ramming	into	a	parked	van	with	a	rental	vehicle.	The	owner	of	the	van,	a	gruff	cheetah	named	Hyoudou,
recruits	her	as	an	accountant	for	an	underground	idol	group	which	he	manages.	Retsuko	soon	begins	to	buckle	under	the	pressure	from	the	new	job,	leading	to	plenty	of	inspiration	for	her	next	death	metal	vent	sessions.	In	the	midst	of	it	all,	Retsuko	begins	to	wonder	if	she	truly	desires	a	colorless	and	uninteresting	life,	or	if	there's	something	waiting
beyond	her	office	desk.	Will	Retsuko	finally	come	out	on	top,	both	in	love	and	in	the	workplace?	Or	will	she	once	again	be	convinced	that	the	dull	and	sterile	life	in	her	office	environment	is	the	one	she	must	lead?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioFanworks	SourceOther	ThemesAnthropomorphicWorkplace	Holo	no	Graffiti	From	unraveling	the	secrets
of	opening	and	closing	doors	to	defusing	surprise	packages	more	commonly	known	as	bombs,	there	is	never	a	dull	day	at	the	Hololive	Production	office!	Holo	no	Graffiti	follows	an	eccentric	cast	of	Virtual	YouTubers,	also	known	as	"VTubers,"	going	about	their	absurd	yet	hilarious	daily	lives,	detailing	all	their	cute	moments	and	mishaps.	[Written	by
MAL	Rewrite]	StudioHololive	Production	SourceOther	Kyojinzoku	no	Hanayome	Kouichi	Mizuki	ends	his	high	school	basketball	career	on	a	high	note,	bringing	his	team	to	victory	during	their	final	match	at	nationals.	Now	free	from	club	activities,	he	looks	forward	to	spending	more	time	socializing,	maybe	even	finding	room	for	romance.	But	fate	has
slightly	different	plans	for	him	when	a	magical	circle	transports	Kouichi	to	Tildant,	the	land	of	giants.	Upon	his	arrival,	Kouichi	comes	face-to-face	with	Caius	Lao	Bistail,	the	titan	king	and	the	culprit	behind	his	summoning.	Caius	is	overjoyed,	claiming	Kouichi	to	be	his	fated	bride	and	asking	him	to	bear	his	children!	It	soon	becomes	evident	to	Kouichi
that	his	species,	let	alone	gender,	is	not	a	problem	as	Caius	pushes	him	down	onto	a	lavish	bed.	Will	Kouichi	ever	find	romance	in	this	relationship	that	is	bound	to	end	in	tears?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioStudio	Hokiboshi	SourceManga	Dragon's	Dogma	Based	on	a	world-famous	action	RPG	set	in	an	open	world,	Dragon's	Dogma	from	Capcom
will	be	brought	to	life	as	a	Netflix	original	anime	series.	The	story	follows	a	man's	journey	seeking	revenge	on	a	dragon	who	stole	his	heart.	On	his	way,	the	man	is	brought	back	to	life	as	an	"Arisen."	An	action	adventure	about	a	man	challenged	by	demons	who	represent	the	seven	deadly	sins	of	humans.	(Source:	Netflix)	StudioSublimation
SourceGame	Hakumei	no	Tsubasa	Galar	is	a	region	where	Pokemon	battles	have	developed	into	a	cultural	sensation.	Over	the	span	of	seven	episodes,	Pokemon:	Twilight	Wings	will	show	in	detail	the	dreams	of	Galar's	residents,	the	realities	they	face,	the	challenges	they	must	overcome	and	the	conflicts	they	must	resolve.	In	addition	to	these	new
stories,	fans	can	expect	to	see	a	variety	of	Pokemon	originally	discovered	in	the	Galar	region	appearing	in	the	capsule	series.	(Source:	Press	Release)	StudiosFILMONYStudio	Colorido	SourceGame	DemographicKids	Ookami-san	wa	Taberaretai	"I	want	Akagashira-sensei	to	be	my	first!"	Having	a	run	in	with	the	"skirt	bandit,"	Ookami	almost	has	her
skirt	stolen.	Her	teacher,	Akagashira,	passes	by	and	becomes	her	hero	after	stopping	the	theft.	As	thanks,	Ookami	invites	Akagashira	to	her	home,	but	she	has	another	reason	for	bringing	him	over.	(Source:	WWWave	Corporation,	edited)	StudioPeak	Hunt	SourceManga	Mo	Dao	Zu	Shi	Q	The	cultivation	classes	in	the	Cloud	Recesses	have	started,	and
Wei	Wuxian	is	as	mischievous	as	ever.	From	getting	in	trouble	for	cheating	to	tempting	the	ever-so-cold	and	stoic	Lan	Wangji	into	breaking	one	of	the	three	thousand	strict	rules	of	the	Gusu	Lan	Clan—he's	done	it	all.	Although	almost	everything	Wei	Wuxian	does	is	against	Lan	Wangji's	principles,	an	unbreakable	bond	forms	between	the	two.	This
chibi	spin-off	is	a	refreshing	compilation	of	the	hilarious	and	adorable	moments	of	Mo	Dao	Zu	Shi	that	shows	not	only	how	impish	Wei	Wuxian	can	be,	but	also	the	bashful	side	of	the	icy	Lan	Wangji.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioB.CMAY	PICTURES	SourceNovel	ThemeHistorical	Kanojo,	Okarishimasu	Petit	Short	episodes	with	super-deformed
characters	posted	on	the	official	Twitter	account.	Includes	three	extra	collaboration	episodes	with	halca,	the	peggies,	and	eheya,	as	well	as	a	Blu-ray	only	extra	episode.	StudioAQUA	ARIS	SourceManga	Chuan	Shu	Zijiu	Zhinan	Shen	Yuan	has	read	enough	xianxia	novels	to	know	that	the	protagonist	will	somehow	cultivate	the	demonic	path,	take
revenge	on	his	scumbag	master,	and	gain	a	massive	harem	along	the	way.	So	when	he	unexpectedly	transmigrates	into	the	world	of	Proud	Immortal	Demon	Way,	he	knows	exactly	how	the	story	is	going	to	proceed.	However,	he	does	not	get	to	play	the	role	of	the	protagonist,	but	instead	he	becomes	the	scumbag	master	destined	to	suffer	a	humiliating
defeat.	Shen	Yuan,	now	known	as	cultivation	master	Shen	Qingqiu,	makes	it	his	mission	to	change	his	fate	so	that	he	does	not	fall	to	his	disciple,	Luo	Binghe,	the	protagonist	of	the	novel.	Trying	to	break	away	from	the	cruel	personality	of	the	original	Shen	Qingqiu	seems	impossible	as	any	uncharacteristic	behavior	is	blocked	by	a	monitoring	system
meant	to	keep	him	from	derailing	the	plot.	Shen	Yuan	must	find	a	way	to	befriend	Luo	Binghe	so	that	he	has	no	reason	to	seek	revenge	on	his	teacher	in	the	future.	But	with	the	set	series	of	tragedies	meant	to	befall	the	protagonist	at	the	hands	of	Shen	Qingqiu,	this	teacher	has	his	work	cut	out	for	him.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioDjinn	Power
SourceWeb	novel	ThemesHistoricalIsekaiMythology	Yi	Nian	Yong	Heng	One	will	to	create	oceans.	One	will	to	summon	the	mulberry	fields.	One	will	to	slaughter	countless	devils.	One	will	to	eradicate	innumerable	immortals.	Only	my	will…	is	eternal.	A	Will	Eternal	tells	the	tale	of	Bai	Xiaochun,	an	endearing	but	exasperating	young	man	who	is	driven
primarily	by	his	fear	of	death	and	desire	to	live	forever,	but	who	deeply	values	friendship	and	family.	(Source:	Novel	Updates)	StudioB.CMAY	PICTURES	SourceNovel	ThemesHistoricalMartial	Arts	Tian	Bao	Fuyao	Lu	Having	lived	his	entire	life	on	Mount	Taiheng,	half-yao	Kong	Hongjun	is	at	last	presented	with	the	chance	to	explore	the	human	world.
He	is	assigned	three	tasks:	uncover	his	father's	murderer,	eliminate	the	Black	Jiao	and	its	yao	tribes	that	have	infiltrated	Chang'an,	and	return	the	Heart	Lamp	to	a	descendent	of	the	Chen	family.	However,	on	his	first	night	in	the	city,	the	Heart	Lamp	is	mistakenly	absorbed	by	military	general	Li	Jinglong.	After	receiving	a	mysterious	invitation	to	join
Chang'an's	Court	of	Exorcism,	Kong	Hongjun	is	reunited	with	a	disgraced	Li	Jinglong	as	his	captain.	Alongside	a	fellow	yao,	a	noble	from	a	foreign	land,	and	a	cowardly	scholar,	Kong	Hongjun	and	Li	Jinglong	must	work	together	to	purge	Chang'an	of	the	yao	lurking	in	its	streets.	In	the	meantime,	Kong	Hongjun	also	needs	to	hide	his	true	identity	from
Li	Jinglong	who	loathes	yao—all	while	attempting	to	retrieve	the	Heart	Lamp	from	his	body.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioSparkly	Key	Animation	Studio	SourceNovel	ThemeHistorical	Fanren	Xiu	Xian	Chuan	A	poor	and	ordinary	boy	from	a	village	joins	a	minor	sect	in	Jiang	Hu	and	becomes	an	Unofficial	Disciple	by	chance.	How	will	Han	Li,	a
commoner	by	birth,	establish	a	foothold	for	himself	in	in	his	sect?	With	his	mediocre	aptitude,	he	must	successfully	traverse	the	treacherous	path	of	cultivation	and	avoid	the	notice	of	those	who	may	do	him	harm.	This	is	a	story	of	an	ordinary	mortal	who,	against	all	odds,	clashes	with	devilish	demons	and	ancient	celestials	in	order	to	find	his	own	path
towards	immortality.	(Source:	Wuxia	World)	StudiosOriginal	ForceWan	Wei	Mao	Donghua	SourceNovel	ThemeHistorical	Yuan	Long	Special	Forces	Wang	Sheng	traveled	to	the	soul	world	and	was	possessed	by	the	waste	carp	Yuan	soul,	becoming	a	veritable	waste	person	in	the	soul	world.	Wang	Sheng	used	the	knowledge	he	had	learned	in	the	world
of	master	spirits	like	Yun	Yuan	to	pass	the	battle,	and	even	found	a	way	to	evolve	the	waste	carp	Yuan	soul!	The	sparrow	becomes	a	phoenix,	and	the	carp	leaps	to	the	dragon	gate.	Wang	Sheng	has	embarked	on	a	road	of	Jackie	Chan	from	the	sinister	soul	dispute!	(Source:	Immortal	Sun	Scans)	StudioCG	Year	SourceNovel	Kyoshin	to	Hyouka	no	Shiro
The	story	is	set	in	Nagasaki	prefecture	in	Minami	Shimabara	city,	the	fabled	origin	of	the	Shimabara	Rebellion	that	sent	shockwaves	through	all	of	Japan	in	the	early	Edo	period.	It	is	also	where	a	third-year	junior	high	school	student	named	Shirou	spends	his	days	with	his	school	friends.	One	summer	day,	Shirou's	older	childhood	friend	Akane	returns
to	Minami	Shimabara	from	Tokyo.	Shirou	and	Akane	take	a	stroll	around	Minami	Shimabara	with	another	longtime	friend,	Tokiya.	While	these	friends	are	dealing	with	nostalgia	and	more	complex	feelings,	a	mysterious	creature	named	Goron	suddenly	appears	before	them.	This	encounter	with	a	mere	little	creature	causes	great	events	to	unfold	once
more	in	this	city...	(Source:	ANN)	StudioTriF	Studio	SourceOriginal	You	Yao	2544	6.84	20200710	You	Yao	Jul	10,	2020	12	eps,	23	min	You	Yao	Today,	the	imperial	court	is	soliciting	traversals,	giving	them	various	positions	according	to	their	talents,	changing	the	civilization	after	the	fall,	and	trying	to	create	a	new	world.	Zuo	Yunqi	is	just	an	ordinary
young	master,	mixed	with	the	court	in	disguise	as	a	spy	to	save	his	father.	However,	he	was	recognized	by	one	hired	specifically	to	spot	such	spies,	and	the	two	engaged	in	an	epic	battle	of	wits.	When	the	two	jointly	prevented	a	terrifying	conspiracy,	they	found	that	the	traversals	secretly	established	an	alliance	to	try	to	overthrow	those	in	power	and
build	a	new	society	of	peaceful	coexistence.	Zuo	Yunqi	and	his	party	were	forced	to	participate	in	this	battle.	(Source:	V2Anime,	translated)	StudioShenying	Animation	SourceNovel	Min	Diao	Ju	Yi	Wen	Lu	In	the	task	of	catching	drug	lords	in	the	Yunnan	border,	a	special	forces	team	accidentally	enters	the	ancient	caves	of	the	ancient	Shu,	and	intruded
on	ancient	rituals.	The	squad	was	almost	completely	annihilated.	Only	Shen	Shuang	and	the	anti-drug	police	Sun	Desheng	survived,	as	they	were	rescued	by	a	mysterious	white-haired	man	named	Wu	Hao.	After	this	incident,	the	two	men	accidentally	entered	the	"Civil	Affairs	Investigation	and	Research	Bureau"	and	gradually	became	entangled	in
more	supernatural	events,	revealing	the	veil	of	another	world.	(Source:	AniList)	StudioB.CMAY	PICTURES	SourceNovel	Fudanshi	Shoukan:	Isekai	de	Shinjuu	ni	Hameraremashita	Kotone	is	a	fudanshi.	One	day	while	he	was	buying	BL	manga	outside	of	a	manga	stand,	a	truck	loses	control	and	kills	him	with	BL	manga	all	over	him.	To	his	surprise,	he
wakes	up	in	an	Asian	ancient-looking	palace.	A	man	named	Nagi,	that	is	half	serpent,	tells	him	that	he	is	now	his	Miko.	They	need	to	have	sex	in	order	for	Nagi	to	become	a	higher	being	and	become	a	Dragon.	Kotone	knows	everything	about	BL	and	he	realizes	that	he	will	be	the	bottom.	Kotone	will	use	his	knowledge	of	BL	to	not	fall	in	love	and	not	a
bottom	in	this	Isekai	world.	(Source:	MU)	StudioAQUA	ARIS	SourceWeb	manga	Shi	Zhi	Ge:	Hua	Yu	Yan	De	Kuangxiang	Shi	On	the	far	side	of	the	Milky	Way,	there	is	a	planet	gestating	magical	power-Verhaeren.	There	are	four	very	different	countries	on	this	magical	continent:	the	ancient	and	mysterious	eastern	empire—Wong;	the	free	and	open
Nanyang	island	country—Tarpaz;	the	iron-clad	western	republic—Fersares;	and,	Civilized	and	elegant	Beilian	Gang-Agnesa.	All	countries	enshrine	the	High	God	and	obtain	the	gift	of	divine	power.	Although	there	are	occasional	conflicts,	most	people	enjoy	a	peaceful	life.	Until	the	era	of	3836,	when	a	mysterious	man	in	black	suddenly	came	with	an
unknown	dark	force,	but	found	himself	in	the	wrong	place	at	the	wrong	time.	Fortunately,	the	established	fate	was	as	recorded	in	the	time	document	in	his	hand.	Verhallen	opened	a	new	parallel	world...	(Source:	bilibili,	translated)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	Xian	Feng	Jianyu	Lu	The	ancient	Shenzhou	Mainland,	the	ancient	Chinese	dynasty,	and
the	demon	kingdom	of	Tushan	had	been	in	conflict	for	thousands	of	years.	Zhang	Kuangyun	from	China	and	Bai	Binglan,	Princess	Tianhu	from	Tushan,	met	each	other	because	of	a	misunderstanding.	To	explore	the	details	of	the	enemy,	Bai	Binglan	lurked	to	Zhang	Kuangyun’s	side	and	became	her	follower.	While	identity	gaps,	differences	in	ideas,
and	emotional	growth,	with	step-by-step	exploration,	Zhang	Kuangyun	slowly	discovered	that	his	aunt	and	teacher’s	family	were	slaughtered	and	killed	in	the	mountains	only	incidents	that	were	covered	up.	An	unprecedented	great	conspiracy	gradually	emerged	from	the	surface.	(Source:	Narul	Donghua)	StudioRuo	Hong	Culture	SourceNovel
Hallelujah:	Unmei	no	Sentaku	The	story	is	set	in	the	ungoverned	Tokyo	shortly	after	a	mysterious	power	outage	incident.	Those	who	survived	from	the	incident	had	to	protect	themselves	from	the	mob.	It	was	"Links,"	the	young	people	with	superpower,	that	saved	the	people	in	Tokyo.	Among	these	young	people,	a	performance	group	known	as	"Crown"
gained	tremendous	support.	The	protagonist	Hallelujah	and	and	his	best	friend	Akatsuki,	who	grew	up	with	him	together	in	an	orphanage,	are	also	awakened	with	the	abilities	of	Links.	They	join	Crown	and	play	an	active	part	to	save	people	every	day.	(Source:	Qoo	News,	edited)	StudioYokohama	Animation	Lab	SourceGame	Battle	Spirits:	Kakumei	no
Galette	Centuries	after	the	events	of	Saga	Brave,	a	third	race	called	the	Mauve	has	emerged	alongside	Humans	and	Mazoku.	Identified	by	their	purple	blood	and	immense	intelligence,	the	Mauve	are	shunned	by	the	other	two	races	and	are	viewed	as	a	threat	to	the	peace	of	the	world.	Having	experienced	this	prejudice	first-hand,	a	teenage	Mauve
named	Galette	Revolt	journeys	forth	to	find	a	way	for	all	races	to	understand	each	other	by	playing	Battle	Spirits.	However,	other	factions	from	each	race	aim	to	maintain	the	peace/reform	the	world	through	more	nefarious	ways...	Jiyi	Guanli	Ju	"For	us,good	or	bad,	true	or	false,	it	is	meaningless."	When	the	world	around	you	isn't	what	it	seems,	you
may	be	in	the	midst	of	a	Bug	Man;	powerful	being	who	can	warp	the	very	nature	of	one's	memories.	The	Memory	Collectors	are	here	to	bring	order...	whether	we	like	it	or	not.	(Source:	Anilist)	StudioFlint	Sugar	SourceOriginal	ThemesPsychologicalSuper	Power	Girl	X	728	5.22	20190726	Girl	X	Jul	26,	2019	5	eps,	1	min	Girl	X	A	woman	is	relaxing	at
home,	where	she	is	joined	by	a	peculiar	blue	creature.	Initially	terrified,	she	quickly	grows	fond	of	it,	and	the	two	form	a	bond.	However,	it	would	be	wise	of	her	not	to	let	her	guard	down	just	yet.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	Dahua	Zhi	Shaonian	You	Rookie	Jianghu	and	swordsman	Xiao	Yao	Sheng	have	defeated	the	baby-



eater	that	caused	Chang'an,	but	they	now	find	themselves	falling	into	a	bigger	mystery.	They	traveled	to	the	distant	Spirit	Beast	Village	and	met	the	beautiful	Demon	Fox	Girl,	the	Bone	Elves,	and	people	of	all	kinds	inhabiting	rivers	and	lakes	along	the	way.	They	gained	growth	and	friendship,	but	are	now	entangled	in	a	greater	crisis:	a	dispute
between	immortals	and	demons.	The	animation	will	combine	elements	such	as	martial	arts,	fantasy,	blood,	adventure,	and	more,	to	present	to	the	audience	a	tale	of	ups	and	downs	in	legendary	stories!	(Source:	V2Anime)	Ninjala	490	5.78	20200623	Ninjala	Jun	23,	2020	5	eps,	10	min	Ninjala	Episode	1:	"Bloodline	of	the	Shinobi"	Van	is	an	energetic
and	athletically	gifted	youngster	known	for	his	incredible	skills	on	the	basketball	court.	One	night,	after	waking	from	a	nightmare,	Van	jumps	on	his	bike	and	hurries	across	town	to	see	his	father…	and	arrives	just	in	time	to	witness	his	dad	being	attacked	by	a	ninja!	Episode	2:	"A	Secret	Eye"	Lucy	is	a	cheerful	and	considerate	young	girl	who	always
looks	after	her	friends.	One	day,	while	attempting	to	save	a	friend	from	some	bullies,	she	inadvertently	awakens	her	ninja	powers.	Alarmed	and	overwhelmed	at	her	newly	realized	abilities,	she	attempts	to	hide	them	by	avoiding	people	and	shutting	down	emotionally.	Episode	3:	"A	Beautiful	Intruder"	Jane	is	a	talented	computer	hacker	working	for	the
WNA’s	Info-Communications	Division.	One	day,	after	receiving	special	orders	from	the	Intelligence	Division,	she	hacks	into	the	network	in	search	of	information	about	the	mysterious	substance	known	as	Ninja-Gum.	Episode	4:	"The	Shinobi	Village"	Kappei	is	a	young	boy	from	Iga	who	practices	swordsmanship	under	the	watchful	eye	of	his
grandfather.	One	day,	during	a	training	session,	Kappei	and	his	grandfather	are	confronted	by	a	band	of	assassins	who	have	come	seeking	the	secrets	of	the	shinobi!	Episode	5:	"You're	the	Star!"	Emma	is	a	street	dancer	with	an	eye	on	making	it	into	the	spotlight.	She	also	happens	to	be	a	vigilante	crime	fighter	dishing	out	justice	under	the	cover	of
darkness.	Emma’s	life	is	about	to	take	a	dramatic	turn,	thanks	to	Lauren	Warren,	a	talent	scout	who’s	looking	for	more	than	just	the	right	moves.	(Source:	Official	YouTube	channel)	StudiosdomericaStudio	Hibari	SourceGame	ThemeMartial	Arts	Saikyou	Kamizmode!	Dai	Mugen	once	held	an	unmatched	passion	for	playing	the	drums.	However,	after
being	defeated	by	rival	drummer	Rin	Tanba	in	a	competition,	he	is	left	questioning	where	his	heart	lies	and	quits	as	a	result.	One	day,	Dai	has	a	fateful	encounter	with	a	strange	creature	named	Goutetsu,	a	self-proclaimed	"god."	Spotting	the	boy's	hidden	potential,	Goutetsu	quickly	appoints	Dai	as	his	"oyakata"—a	coach	who	can	guide	Goutetsu	in	the
world	of	"kamizumo,"	the	battles	between	gods	through	sumo	wrestling.	Within	kamizumo	matches,	the	gods	are	powered	through	the	drumbeats	struck	by	their	oyakata,	which	forces	Dai	to	pick	up	the	mallets	once	more.	As	the	duo	slowly	racks	up	victories,	Dai	confronts	his	self-doubts	and	reignites	his	passion	in	the	new	endeavor	to	stand	on
kamizumo's	topmost	stage.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioBandai	Namco	Pictures	SourceOriginal	Miao	Qiansui	de	Chengnian	Li	Sanwei	Mountain	is	home	to	an	ancient	civilization,	where	Miao	Qiansui	and	her	sister	Nuluo	live.	Miao	Qiansui	is	an	innocent	little	girl,	full	of	curiosity	about	the	outside	world.	In	her	memory,	there	has	always	been	a
mysterious	place	called	Moon	Lake.	But	is	the	Moon	Lake	real?	Can	she	go	to	Moon	Lake	smoothly?	(Source:	bilibili,	translated)	StudioTen	Tails	Animation	SourceGame	Renwu	Dashi	This	is	an	adventure	story	about	Ah	Shu	and	Ah	Lang.	Ah	Shu	is	the	executor	of	the	mission,	and	Ah	Lang	is	the	intermediary	of	the	"Task	Association,"	specifically
looking	for	tasks	for	Ah	Rat.	While	the	two	were	constantly	completing	various	difficult	tasks,	Ah	Shu	revealed	his	yearning	for	something	indescribable	–	"The	Sea	of	Stars";	while	Ah	Lang	was	also	looking	for	clues	to	the	disappearance	of	the	family	during	various	tasks.	The	two	learned	from	the	mission	that	in	addition	to	the	present	world,	there	is
an	"upper	world,"	and	various	signs	indicate	that	Ah	Shu's	yearning	and	the	clues	Ah	Lang	is	looking	for	point	directly	to	the	"upper	world,"	even	"more	upper	world."	Through	their	continuous	adventures,	they	gradually	learned	that	no	matter	which	world,	they	cannot	escape	the	fate	of	the	tipping	point	of	entropy.	(Source:	bilibili,	translated)
Mengyou	Dunhuang	Due	to	the	dissipation	of	the	heavenly	scripture	powers,	Dunhuang	will	face	adversity.	Wu	Tianji	is	ordered	to	repair	the	heavenly	scriptures.	In	order	to	perfect	the	heavenly	scripture	powers,	you	need	to	relive	the	story	originally	recorded	in	the	heavenly	scripture.	Wu	Tianji	took	the	god	beast,	the	angel	pig,	to	the	ancient	city	of
Dunhuang.	Just	when	she	had	no	idea	how	to	start	repairing	the	scriptures,	she	accidentally	strayed	into	the	world	of	frescoes	in	the	Mogao	Caves...	(Source:	bilibili,	translated)	StudioPainting	Dream	SourceOriginal	ThemeHistorical	Pikachu	no	Asa	no	Nikka	Now,	let's	take	a	look	at	a	morning	of	a	Pikachu	and	find	out	what	kind	of	routine	it	goes
through.	(Source:	Official	YouTube	Channel)	StudioUnknown	SourceGame	DemographicKids	Sansan	de	Ezuoju	Chufang	A	"gourmet	action	movie"	that	took	place	in	the	kitchen,	the	small	alpaca	who	coveted	a	variety	of	delicacies	decided	to	take	two	good	friends	to	fight.	In	Sansan’s	Kitchen	of	Pranks,	sugar	points!	Calories!	Carbon	water...	does	not
exist.	A	very	attractive	"Zero	Card"	Healing	Fan	will	become	delicious	today!	(Source:	official	Bilibili,	translated)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	Tensei	shitara	Slime	Datta	Ken	OVA	The	episode	bundled	with	the	13th	volume	is	about	the	Sumo	competition	that	held	at	Tempest	for	the	first	time,	suggested	by	Rimuru.	The	three-part	OVA	bundled	with
the	14th,	15th,	and	16th	manga	volumes	is	an	original	trilogy	written	by	Fuse.	Rimuru	has	been	teaching	Shizue's	students	at	Ingracia	Kingdom's	Freedom	Academy.	The	time	has	come	for	the	school's	annual	outdoor	training	event,	where	the	students	will	test	their	combat	skills	in	the	field.	Rimuru	is	determined	to	win	the	competition	and	take	home
the	prize	money,	but	he	is	challenged	by	Jeff,	an	honorary	teacher	who	sees	Rimuru	as	a	rival.	The	competition	is	underway	when	suddenly	an	unexpected	enemy	appears!	(Source:	MAL	News,	ANN)	Studio8bit	SourceManga	ThemesIsekaiMythologyReincarnation	Youkoso!	Sukebe	Elf	no	Mori	e	Alfheim,	a	world	of	elves	where	women	only	exist.	The
world	Shrine,	the	source	of	all	the	elves'	magical	power,	has	started	to	fade	and	the	race	was	in	danger	of	extinction.	Then	there	is	a	prophecy	that	a	man	from	another	world	is	destined	to	be	the	savior	of	the	elven	race.	And	it	was	not	too	long	the	hero	is	now	brought	to	the	world	of	Elves...	The	elves	ruled	they	must	survive	by	child-making	with	the
hero.	But	many	of	the	other	elves	refused	this	vulgar	decision	and	so	the	elves	divided	into	groups:	Those	who	disdain	child-making	with	a	man	and	those	who	choose	to	accept	the	fact.	But	those	who	accepted	have	discovered	something:	It	turns	out	if	they	have	sex	with	the	hero	and	acquire	semen	into	their	bodies,	their	magic	powers	increases.	So
they	proceed	to	milk	him	dry...	(Source:	DLsite)	StudioT-Rex	SourceVisual	novel	ThemeHarem	Isekai	Harem	Monogatari	A	16-year-old	named	Naoki	Oikawa	is	addicted	to	masturbating.	One	day,	while	pleasuring	himself	as	usual,	his	erotic	magazine	begins	to	glow	and	Naoki	suddenly	finds	himself	in	a	fantastic	world.	He	appears	among	three	female
adventurers	who	later	present	themselves	as	the	swordswoman	Filia	Shiora,	the	priestess	Tiane	Rutheim,	and	the	elf	Llusse.	They	explain	to	Naoki	that	the	world	is	in	danger	of	destruction	due	to	the	resurrection	of	the	Demon	King,	and	the	only	way	to	save	it	is	for	him	to	use	his	special	power—feeding	his	semen	to	the	three	girls	so	as	to	increase
their	strength	exponentially.	Of	course,	the	young	hero	agrees	to	join	the	party,	and	his	erotic	quest	begins.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioMajin	SourceManga	ThemeHarem	Succubus	Stayed	Life	The	Animation	After	living	an	uneventful	life,	our	protagonist	finds	himself	in	a	situation	he	absolutely	was	not	prepared	for!	Being	drained	constantly	of
his	seed	to	appease	the	lust	and	hunger	of	the	succubus	he	now	finds	himself	attached	to.	(Source:	hanime)	StudioUnknown	SourceManga	ThemeSchool	Muramata-san	no	Himitsu	The	kind-spirited	Muramata	holds	a	secret	that	no	one	at	her	workplace	knows.	Following	yet	another	mistake	made	by	her	subordinate	Kaji,	the	two	head	off	from	work	to
spend	a	stress-free	night	out	drinking.	Due	to	their	usual	lounge	being	closed	for	the	night,	at	Muramata's	suggestion,	the	office	pair	head	over	to	her	apartment.	While	in	the	comfort	of	her	own	home,	Muramata	reveals	to	Kaji	her	"youthful	foolishness,"	and	the	two	discover	the	pleasures	that	Muramata's	secret	holds.	Wrapped	in	lust,	the	duo	inch
closer	towards	realizing	how	powerful	a	connection	can	be	made	through	a	shared	confidence.	Can	Kaji	keep	this	classified	information	between	the	two	of	them,	or	will	word	spread	around	the	office	like	wildfire?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioQueen	Bee	SourceManga	Uwaki	to	Honki	The	Animation	Keita	Sasahara's	friend,	Mika	Kuramoto,
introduced	him	to	a	close	friend	of	hers	named	Riko,	and	they	fell	in	love	soon	after.	They	became	a	happy	couple,	but	two	months	into	the	relationship	everything	changed—Sasahara	witnessed	Riko	shamelessly	kissing	another	guy.	That	night,	he	goes	drinking	with	Kuramoto	and	a	couple	of	other	friends,	and	ends	up	going	to	her	apartment.	On	their
way	home,	Kuramoto	finds	out	that	the	guy	kissing	Riko	was	actually	Shunpei,	her	own	boyfriend,	lending	the	night	an	unexpected	twist.	The	two	friends	proceed	to	drink	their	grief	away	together—and,	as	the	hours	pass	by,	the	sexual	tension	between	them	grows,	resulting	in	an	erotic	and	passionate	evening.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Kohakuiro	no
Hunter	The	Animation	Fame	and	fortune	await	those	courageous	enough	to	venture	into	the	remote	sectors	of	the	planet.	Largely	uninhabited	and	covered	by	dense	forests,	these	monster-infested	regions	are	abundant	in	a	mysterious	ore	called	the	Nova	Stone.	The	coveted	stone	overflows	with	energy,	and	those	successful	in	their	hunt	are	bound	to
acquire	obscene	amounts	of	wealth.	Yet	the	frontier	remains	a	dreadful	place.	The	only	ones	capable	of	staving	off	imminent	devastation	to	human	settlements	are	the	hunters.	Since	their	weapons,	powered	by	Nova	Stone,	are	capable	of	vanquishing	the	beasts,	these	brave	souls	are	tasked	with	the	protection	of	otherwise	defenseless	towns.
Orphaned	at	a	young	age,	Erika	Amber	was	taken	in	by	a	huntress	and	raised	as	her	successor.	However,	she	is	no	ordinary	human;	her	elven	lineage	has	remained	a	mystery	for	Erika	her	entire	life.	Hoping	to	discover	more	about	her	ancestors,	she	ventures	deep	into	the	unexplored	forests,	leaving	civilization	behind.	But	before	departing,	she
decides	to	visit	Azul—the	son	of	a	recently	deceased	hunter—one	last	time.	In	a	heart-to-heart	talk,	the	boy	reveals	he	admires	the	huntress	and	is	deeply	in	love	with	her.	As	luck	would	have	it,	the	feeling	is	mutual,	and	the	memory	of	the	passionate	lovemaking	that	follows	is	likely	to	keep	Erika	warm	during	the	long,	chilly	nights	throughout	her
journey.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioSeven	SourceVisual	novel	Natsu	ga	Owaru	made	The	Animation	Yui	and	Kou	have	been	childhood	friends	for	longer	than	anyone	can	remember.	As	they	became	adults	they	also	became	lovers.	They	couldn't	keep	their	hands	off	of	each	other,	having	sex	in	just	about	any	place	imaginable,	including	at	school.
Unfortunately	for	them,	the	person	in	charge	of	the	school	cameras	decided	to	blackmail	them.	Now	Yui	has	no	option	other	than	to	obey	her	teacher	or	he	will	let	the	videos	go	viral.	However,	she	slowly	becomes	addicted	to	her	teacher.	StudioBreakBottle	SourceManga	Sotsugyou	**	Densha	Based	on	the	doujin	CG	by	Ibukichi.	Bunta	is	a	43-year-old
man	who	does	nothing	but	think	about	his	hot	teacher	from	Nakajima	Nanoka	high	school	with	whom	he	had	a	secret	relationship.	After	years,	she	accidentally	meets	a	woman	who	looks	a	lot	like	her	old	teacher	named	Nakajima	Kanoko	that	she	is	a	high	school	teacher	with	the	same	surname.	Bunta	falls	madly	in	love	with	Kanoko	and	does	not	want
to	wait	until	the	latter	disappears	like	her	former	teacher.	StudioSuzuki	Mirano	SourceManga	Violet	Evergarden	Movie	Several	years	have	passed	since	the	end	of	The	Great	War.	As	the	radio	tower	in	Leidenschaftlich	continues	to	be	built,	telephones	will	soon	become	more	relevant,	leading	to	a	decline	in	demand	for	"Auto	Memory	Dolls."	Even	so,
Violet	Evergarden	continues	to	rise	in	fame	after	her	constant	success	with	writing	letters.	However,	sometimes	the	one	thing	you	long	for	is	the	one	thing	that	does	not	appear.	Violet	Evergarden	Movie	follows	Violet	as	she	continues	to	comprehend	the	concept	of	emotion	and	the	meaning	of	love.	At	the	same	time,	she	pursues	a	glimmer	of	hope	that
the	man	who	once	told	her,	"I	love	you,"	may	still	be	alive	even	after	the	many	years	that	have	passed.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioKyoto	Animation	SourceLight	novel	Fate/stay	night	Movie:	Heaven's	Feel	-	III.	Spring	Song	The	Fifth	Holy	Grail	War	in	Fuyuki	City	has	reached	a	turning	point	in	which	the	lives	of	all	participants	are	threatened	as
the	hidden	enemy	finally	reveals	itself.	As	Shirou	Emiya,	Rin	Toosaka,	and	Illyasviel	von	Einzbern	discover	the	true,	corruptive	nature	of	the	shadow	that	has	been	rampaging	throughout	the	city,	they	realize	just	how	dire	the	situation	is.	In	order	to	protect	their	beloved	ones,	the	group	must	hold	their	own	against	the	seemingly	insurmountable	enemy
force—even	if	some	of	those	foes	were	once	their	allies,	or	perhaps,	something	more	intimate.	As	the	final	act	of	this	chaotic	war	commences,	the	ideals	Shirou	believes	will	soon	be	challenged	by	an	excruciating	dilemma:	is	it	really	possible	to	save	a	world	where	everything	seems	to	have	gone	wrong?	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Studioufotable
SourceVisual	novel	Given	Movie	The	band	"given"—comprised	of	Ritsuka	Uenoyama,	Mafuyu	Satou,	Haruki	Nakayama,	and	Akihiko	Kaji—has	advanced	to	the	final	screening	of	the	Countdown-fes	Amateur	Contest,	in	which	they	will	be	judged	on	their	live	act.	Although	enthusiastic,	they	worry	about	having	only	one	original	song	to	perform.	Mafuyu
embraces	the	idea	of	learning	more	about	music	in	order	to	create	new,	emotionally	resonant	songs.	In	this	regard,	he	unexpectedly	receives	help	from	Ugetsu	Murata,	Akihiko's	on-again,	off-again	lover.	Ugetsu	has	unsuccessfully	tried	to	let	go	of	Akihiko,	who	himself	is	torn	between	lingering	feelings	for	his	past	and	an	uncertain	resolve	for	the
future.	As	the	competition	draws	near,	Haruki	uncharacteristically	begins	to	doubt	his	place	in	the	band	and	the	trust	he	shares	with	Akihiko.	It	is	a	given	that	not	all	attachments	last	forever,	but	it	remains	to	be	seen	what	can	be	salvaged	from	the	ruins	of	heartbreak—or	if	only	regrets	will	endure.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioLerche
SourceManga	ThemeMusic	Umibe	no	Étranger	Shun	Hashimoto	is	an	openly	gay	aspiring	novelist	living	in	Okinawa	who	was	abandoned	by	his	parents	after	coming	out	to	them.	Mio	Chibana	is	a	reserved,	orphaned	high	school	student,	often	found	spending	his	time	by	the	sea.	One	day,	the	two	meet	on	the	beach,	and	Shun	is	instantly	captivated	by
Mio.	The	days	fly	by	as	they	slowly	begin	to	grow	closer	until	Mio	suddenly	announces	that	he	has	to	leave	for	the	mainland.	Three	years	pass	before	a	20-year-old	Mio	returns	to	Okinawa	to	confess	his	love	to	Shun.	However,	in	those	three	years,	Shun's	life	has	changed.	Will	he	be	able	to	accept	Mio's	feelings	and	make	such	a	commitment?	[Written
by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioStudio	Hibari	SourceManga	Date	A	Bullet:	Dead	or	Bullet	Soon	after	falling	into	another	world,	Kurumi	Tokisaki	takes	interest	in	a	particular	white	cat.	Much	to	Kurumi's	disappointment,	the	two	part	ways.	Kurumi	later	meets	Hibiki	Higoromo,	a	white	haired	quasi-spirit.	Hibiki	explains	that	they	are	at	the	center	of	a	killing
game	between	quasi-spirits.	Within	the	Neighboring	World,	the	spirits	compete	for	a	single	wish	to	be	granted	to	the	lone	survivor	of	the	death-match.	Understanding	the	rules	of	the	game,	Kurumi	and	Hibiki	reach	a	compromise—a	temporary	alliance.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioGEEK	TOYS	SourceLight	novel	ThemeIsekai	Omoi,	Omoware,	Furi,
Furare	Yuna	and	Akari	are	two	high	school	girls	with	very	different	views	on	love:	Yuna	dreams	about	romance	through	rose-coloured	glasses,	while	Akari	is	down-to-earth	and	practical.	Meanwhile,	high	school	boys	Kazuomi	and	Rio	also	have	different	views	on	love:	Kazuomi	is	an	airhead	who	can't	grasp	the	concept	of	love,	while	Rio	grabs	onto	any
confession	as	an	opportunity—so	long	as	the	girl	looks	cute.	Will	these	four	classmates	end	up	leading	a	youthful	romance	that	meets	their	expectations?	(Source:	MAL	News)	StudioA-1	Pictures	SourceManga	ThemesLove	PolygonSchool	DemographicShoujo	Ippan	Saibou	is	envious	of	the	public	praise	immune	system	cells	like	white	blood	cells	receive
for	protecting	the	human	body	from	deadly	pathogens.	Instead	of	watching	safely	from	his	home,	he	also	wants	to	be	useful	and	get	recognized	for	his	efforts.	He	soon	comes	across	a	group	of	infantile-looking	bacteria	getting	washed	away	by	a	river	current.	Despite	knowing	the	potential	dangers	that	they	hold,	he	rescues	the	bacteria	and	brings
them	to	safety.	However,	Hakkekkyuu	U-1146	picks	up	the	presence	of	these	bacteria	and	is	on	the	hunt	for	them.	Meanwhile,	somewhere	else	in	the	human	body	is	NK	Saibou,	who	is	on	the	lookout	for	someone.	Based	on	her	intel,	he	is	an	antigen	that	the	immune	system	cells	have	previously	encountered,	and	he	may	have	returned	for	revenge.
[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	Shoujo☆Kageki	Revue	Starlight:	Rondo	Rondo	Rondo	At	the	performing	arts	division	of	Seishou	Music	Academy,	the	ever-evolving	stage	threads	the	lives	of	its	students	together	as	they	tirelessly	hone	their	craft.	Yet,	as	the	girls	prepare	for	a	new	rendition	of	the	previous	year's	performance,	the	carefree	Karen	Aijou	begins
to	settle	for	a	smaller	role.	However,	her	waning	passion	is	reignited	by	the	return	of	her	childhood	friend	Hikari	Kagura,	whose	sudden	transfer	to	the	academy	triggers	a	flurry	of	changes	in	the	class	dynamics.	Subsequently,	Karen	chances	upon	a	secret	battleground	underneath	the	school,	which	houses	a	set	of	auditions	that	will	crown	its	ultimate
victor	as	"Top	Star."	As	she	dives	headfirst	into	these	enigmatic	trials,	Karen	begins	to	learn	about	the	tribulations	that	come	with	vying	for	the	top.	Even	if	fate	wills	them	apart,	Karen	and	Hikari	must	fight	in	hopes	of	fulfilling	their	childhood	promise:	to	become	stars	together.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioKinema	Citrus	SourceOriginal
ThemesMusicPerforming	ArtsSchool	Kesshouban:	Eigakan	e	Iku	An	anime	short	screened	along	with	the	Hataraku	Saibou!!:	Saikyou	no	Teki,	Futatabi.	Karada	no	Naka	wa	"Chou"	Oosawagi!	(Cells	at	Work!!	The	Return	of	the	Strongest	Enemy.	A	Huge	Uproar	in	the	Body’s	Bowels!)	theatrical	anime.	(Source:	ANN)	StudioUnknown	SourceManga	Due
to	the	advent	of	modern	technology,	kids	have	abandoned	their	crayons	and	paper	for	electronic	tablets,	causing	the	imaginative	energy	emitted	from	children's	doodles	to	reach	an	all-time	low.	Consequently,	the	Rakuga	Kingdom	in	the	sky,	powered	by	such	energy,	is	now	at	risk	of	collapsing	onto	the	cities	below.	For	any	hope	to	avoid	such	a
catastrophe,	the	kingdom's	princess	hastily	seeks	out	a	hero	from	Earth	capable	of	wielding	the	"Miracle	Crayon."	While	the	kingdom's	reformers	arrive	on	land	to	seize	Earth,	the	magical	crayon	finds	itself	in	the	hands	of	Shinnosuke	"Shin-chan"	Nohara.	In	a	journey	that	will	test	the	limits	of	childlike	imagination,	Shin-chan	must	harness	his
creativity	to	secure	the	safety	of	his	home	and	restore	peace	to	both	worlds.	[Written	by	MAL	Rewrite]	StudioShin-Ei	Animation	SourceManga	DemographicSeinen	Planetarium	Pokemon:	Aurora	kara	no	Message	Word	has	it	that	whenever	the	sun	enters	a	new	solar	cycle	that	there's	a	chance	the	so-called	Aurora	Pokémon,	the	legendary	Pokémon
Suicune	itself,	will	make	an	appearance!	Satoshi	and	Gou	head	toward	Aurora	Village	as	research	fellows	from	the	Sakuragi	Laboratory	in	order	to	look	into	the	connection	between	Suicune	and	the	auroras.	There,	they	meet	a	girl	named	Emma,	whose	father	is	an	aurora	researcher,	as	well	as	the	many	Pokémon	who	live	out	there	in	the	snowy	fields.
But	the	Rocket-Dan	appear	before	Satoshi	and	the	others	to	get	Pikachu!	Will	our	heroes	be	able	to	reach	the	auroras	and	meet	Suicune	after	all!?	(Source:	Dogasu's	Backpack)	StudioOLM	SourceGame	DemographicKids	This	Is	Not	Blue	An	experimental	film	by	mareykrap	about	the	color	blue.	Blue	pigment	in	the	natural	world	is	very	rare.	Instead,
what	we	typically	observe	is	the	reflection	of	blue	light	waves.	How	much	"true	blue"	really	exists	in	our	world?	A	series	of	blue	images.	Or	are	they?	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	ThemeMusic	Gigi	Goegoe	Sunghyungsoo	Beauty	Water	looks	like	a	common	skin	cosmetic.	But	unlike	other	cosmetics,	people	can	sculpt	their	skin	with	it	like	molding
clay	and	change	their	appearance.	An	ordinary	girl,	Yaeji,	comes	across	the	'Beauty	Water'	by	chance,	and	her	endless	desire	to	be	the	most	beautiful	woman	brings	her	unimaginable	disaster.	(Source:	Anilist)	StudioStudio	Animal	SourceWeb	manga	Miao	Xiansheng	Adapted	from	a	short	tale	from	self-made	animator	Bu	Sifan,	writer	and	director	of
Dahufa,	the	feature	introduces	a	fictional	golden-colored	flower,	which	possesses	the	magical	ability	to	debauch	humans	who	get	too	close	to	it.	As	the	flower	only	chooses	kindhearted	people	as	hosts,	a	group	of	martial	artists	who	want	to	eradicate	the	plants	face	a	dilemma:	Should	one	kill	good	people	for	rescuing	men	from	sin?	(Source:	China
Daily)	StudioGuton	Animation	Studio	SourceOther	Kata	no	Ato	My	friend	Emi	appeared	in	my	dream.	I	was	so	surprised	by	this,	I	couldn't	face	her	at	school	that	day.	But	I	forgot	that	we	had	to	go	to	the	swimming	pool	for	PE	class	that	afternoon,	so	I	ended	up	having	to	borrow	Emi's	swimsuit.	Furukawahara	Momoka's	graduation	work	from	2019	at
Tokyo	Zokei	University.	(Source:	Anilist)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal	Sirotsumekusa	Ao	Sirotubaki,	who	works	at	"Hanagumi",	was	living	a	normal	and	quiet	life	as	a	flower	shop	owner.	However,	her	twin	sister,	Beni	Sirotubaki,	contacts	Ao	for	the	first	time	in	six	years.	What	happened	to	the	sisters	six	years	ago,	and	what	do	the	two	reunited	talk
about?	The	lives	of	the	sisters	begin	to	move	greatly	as	their	feelings	intermingle.	A	shocking	one-situation	suspense	movie	developed	in	the	world's	first	all-cast	VTuber!!	(Source:	Humax	Cinema)	StudioHoriPro	SourceOriginal	Fuyou	Riji	37	0	20200711	Fuyou	Riji	Jul	11,	2020	1	ep,	14	min	Fuyou	Riji	In	the	vast	universe,	the	process	of	human	beings
and	all	things	in	the	world	to	die	is	as	short	and	gorgeous	as	a	dayfly.	The	"dayfly"	with	only	one	day's	life	and	the	time	of	the	day	are	used	as	clues.	The	time	starts	at	0:00	and	ends	at	24:00	the	next	day,	interspersed	with	three	short	stories.	(Source:	TIAF)	StudioUnknown	SourceOriginal
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